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FOREWORD

Soviet Military Doctrine: Its Formulatioj and Dissemination, is the

second "Doctrine" study by Harriet Fast Scott. The first was Soviet

Military Doctrine: Its Continuity 1960-1970. This second study deals

with specific Soviet governmental agencies in examining the part each

plays in formulation and dissemination. The understanding of these two

functions is requisite to preparing itrategies to deal with the Soviets

in force relationships and applications.

R. B. Foster
Director
Strategic Studies Center
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STRODUCTION

In March 1971 delegates to the XXIV Congress of tl.- Communist

!arty of the Soviet UT-lon assembled in Moscow. Experienced observers

c' the Moscow scene did not expect anything new to be decided by the

-•:';-mblnge, The decisions which might be announced in the name of the

Gc*r.-,;•-'s •1re.. y 1.,.d been made over the previous months.

Editor.ia!s f. ,J articles ap.'earing in the completely controlled

Sovi-.t press immediately prior to aid following the meeting of such a

Congrt:-i warrant close study. Whatever new that might be published

at such a time can be assumed to reflect Party-approved decisions

previously made. Economic goals may or may not be met, but the fact

'-hat they are announced gives economists throughout the world an

ind:'eation of intent. Military goals also may not be reaiized, but the

statements made by the Party-military leadership on doctrine and

strategy indicate Soviet perceptions of the nature of war and of the

weapons trogrammed for their Armed Forces.

The Jeployment of new intercontinental ballistic missiles in the

spring of 1971, which so concerned the United States, was a direct out-

growth of a Party-military doctrinal decision, announced by Nikita Khrushchev

in a speech at the IV Session of the Supreme Soviet in January, 1q60. The

doctrine was elaborated further by Marshal Malinovsky, the Soviet Minister

of Defense, in his address to the XXII Party Congress in October 1961. The

speeches of both Khrushchev and Malinovsky demonstrate that iilitary

doctrine in the Soviet Union is a matter that receives carefAl attention

at, the highest porsible national level.i[U



The purpose of this paper is to show the process by which the Soviet

leaanrship formulates and disseminates military doctrine. There are

frequen,. attempts in the United, States to relate policy folmulation and

decision-making processes of the Soviet Union to those that exist in the

United States, Western Europe and other non-communist nations. One reason

our forecasts are so unreliable concerning Soviet-political-military moves

and deployments of weapons systems in that few analysts have an understanding

of the structure in which Soviet doctrine is developed and approved.

Although the highest leadership of the Party and government in the

Soviet Union show great interest in military doctrine and strategy, it is

obvious that basic work in these areas must begin at much lower levels.

This paper will attempt to identify the more significant groups, agencies

and institutions that play some role in the formulation and disseminution

of military doctrine. No claim is made that the investigation is cotplete;

at best it is only hoped that other analysts will either continue further,

or correct the findings here presented.

The Soviet Union todfy is under the complete dictatorship if the•

Communist Parr*y. This paper will attenpt to outline the role of the Party

itself, as well as that of the Party Ccngress, the Central Committee, the

Politburo and the Secretariat in formulating military doctrine, anJ In its

promulgation. The role of the "goverrment" in this same process next

will be given. It may surprise many Avericans that the famed Soviet

"Academy of Sciences", considered a Covernment body, is interested in all

aspects of the Soviet Armed Forces and maintains close ties with the

Ministry of Defense. Lastly, the role of the Soviet Armed Forces in the
So£ Deense.t-e2-



C-)
development of doctrine will be presented.

Finally, this paper will attempt to indicate how Soviet militar

doctrine, once formulated and issued by Party-military leaders at the

highest national level, is promulgated to the Soviet Armed Forces.

If we understand this process of both the formulation and dissemination

of military doctrine, we will be in a much better position to recognize

and to analyze its content,

0
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i ~PART As The Role of the Party in Formulating Soviet Military Doctrine .

1, The Role of' the Party ,

The Communist Party of the Sever Union (CPSU) plays a majlor role in

! the formulation and dissemination of Soviet military doctrine* Doctrine,

by Soviet definition, has two sides, the political and the military-

technical* Theoreticians in the Soviet Union alvays stress that the

S~political side is the more important* Before any ,new doctrine can be

announced, or before any shift in emphasis given, the Party must indicate

its approvale

Thitt does not mean, however, that the Party and the military work as

two distinct elementso In actual facb, there is an inter.marriage between

•,,_the Commim~ist Party and the Soviet Armed Forces, and the nature of this

relationt.hip must be appreciated if the moanner in which doctrine is

formulated is to be understood* .

Over: the past decade the interpretations of many analysts concernine

Soviet m4.1.itary doctrine have proven to be incorrect, One reason for this

is that they have seen the Party and the Soviet Armed Forces in conctant

' conflict, with marshals and generals restive under the measures impo~sedl by

the Party• to control the military* Many of these analysts seek to identify

tinstitu-;ional differencest of the type that might exist in the United .

States or: in Western European nations.

The purpose of t•his section is to attempt to portray an faotually as

possible the principles and concepts on which Party-military relationships

© are beaed. These principles have been published in a number of Soviet

I ~military publications and have been re.peated again and again$ so there

-4M4
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should be no doubt of the fact that they give the official Party view.

Much of the confusion that exists in the United States today about the

Soviet Armed Forces would be clarified if more attention were given to

what the Soviets themselves have published. This is not to suggest that

Soviet theoretical military writings do not have their limitations.

Detailed figures on Soviet wetons systems and personnel simply are not

found in their open literature. But their writings on basic principles

and military theory are extensive, and the Party-military leadership

attempts to put their stated principles and theory into practice.

According to official Soviet writinpa, a major task of the Comiunist

Party ind ne Soviet govexneni. is to "take very necessary measure for

further strengthening the defense of the country and raising the fi~iting

power of its Armed Forces."1 In so doing, the Soviet Union "takes iLto

account the complicated international situation and the presence in the

2world of a system of inimical aggressive imperialist forces."1 Scme).ow,

their writings never mention the huge buildup of their own military forces

along the Soviet-Chinese border.
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Soviet military spokesmen always give credit to Lenin for hving

formulated the basis and guiding principles of Soviet military organization.

They claim that these principles were further developed by the "New Program

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union" (which was adopted at the XXII

Party Congress in 1961) in Plenums of the Central Committee, in documents

connected with the Jubilee of the USSR in 1967 and in the new law of General
43

Service Obligations which was effective in 1967."
When writing about military organization the Soviets include economics,

science, technology and tmoral politicall and 'military' potentials* In

formulating military policy they consiler thp social system of the country,

on which the creation of military power depends, and the Armed Forces which

utilize it. kcoording to their own definitions

Under military organization is meant all thL complex measures
by shich the military policy of tie Party and the state is carried
out, beginning with the organization ot military production, the
prejaration of the population in .% moral-political and military
relation, the implementation of m7bilization measures and ending
with ideological and organizationil measures which are carried out
in the Armed Forces themselves. 4

This definition supposedly follows the principles-of Marxism-Leninism,

which Soviet writers assert guide their military organization, Under these

principles the army is a special organ oi the state. As such, it bears the

specific features inherent in that particular state, and is part of its

political superstructure. The Soviet theorists claim that the type army of

any particular state is determined by the type political system in that stated

The political system, in turn depends on the social system and the method

of production. These are basic tenets of Marxist-Leninist philosophy.*

* For a study of the role of philosophy, 4see: Grudinin, I.A., Dialectics
and Conte!Morar 'Military Affairs, Voyeaizdat, 'Moscow, 1971.



Soviet readers constantly are reminded that their Armed Forces

represent the world's first socialist army. Their writers assert

that the bases of Soviet militaxy organization depends upon:

The socialist economy, primarily all branches of heavy industry,
transport, communicaticns, agriculture and so forth. The productive-
economiz and scientific-technical possibilities of the State determine
the quantity and quality of the armaments which are the material basis
for waging war#...

The socialist social s.stem based on public ownership of the
means of production, collective labor and comradely cooperation....

Marxism-Leninism and its teachin!s on war and the army. Communist
ideology, which has become the iduology of all Soviet people, communist
morals, high• political consciousness, boundless devotion to the idea
of communism, these things com."ose the spiritual world of Soviet man,
they produce feelings of ardent love for the socialist Motherland,
bitter hatred for its enemies, and invincible steadfastness in defending
the socialist mother country. 5

According to the official Program of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union (CPISU) the leadership of the Armed Forces is assigned to the Farty.

A fundamental basis of their military organization are the provisions for

constantly strengthening and maintaining the role and influence of the Party

throughout all echelons of their Armed Forces.

Soviet writers stress that the principles of Soviet military organization

are inseparable from principles of State and Party organization. The three

primary principles applicable to the military, the State and the Party are:

The principles of Party leadership In the Program of the CPSU,
in resolutions of Congresses of the Party, Plenums of the Central
Committee and in other Party docun~its, the decisive role of the
Communist Party in managing, organizing and educating activities in
Soviet military organization is stressed.... Any important que3tion
of military organization, before it becomes a program of activity for
the State and the people, is decided by the Party. It formulates the
military and military-technical policy of the state, and draws up its
military doctrine....

--A- A



The -rinciple of unity of the army and the I]eople. The Report of
the Central Committee CPSU to the XXIII Party Congress stressed: "Civil
Defense must be perfected, military patriotic work among the workers
especiFlly among the youth, must be improved, the patronage of factory
collectives, schools, kolkhozes and sovkhozes over military units and
subunits must be strengthened, more concern for soldiers and officers
of the Soviet Army and their families must be expressed.

The yrinciple of internationalism. In the Soviet military organiza-
tion this principle is expressed in the unbreakable friendship of the
peoples of the Soviet Union. All socialist nations and nationalities
of our country are united in a single military organization, all have
equal rights and obligations in defending the Motherland. This
principle now is also expre.ssed in the fraternal socialist countries,
the fighting cooperation of their armies, the joint defense of the
world socialist system from imperialist aggression, Organizational
embodiment of this principle is found in the Warsaw Defense Pact, and
also in bilateral agreements of socialist countries on friendship,
cooperation and mutual aid. A clear example of such socialist
internationalism was the defense of the gains of socialism in
Czechoslovakia from the intrigues of internal and externaL counter-
revolution.b

Each month one or more issues of Red Star, Communist of the Arced

Forces or another military publication, will have an article discussing

at length a principle of military structuring. A number of analysts in

the Vnitcd States and elsewhere freauently report on these articles,

i hinking they have turned up something new in the internal Soviet Party-

military "debate". The actual relationship between the Party and the

Soviet Axired Forces can be understood if these 'principles' are recognized.

The 1971 Officer's Guide summarizes them as follows:

The principle of cadre oan.zation Tn present-day complicated
international conditions, the pres;ence of a cadre army is vital.ly
necessary for assuring the security of our country. Wni.Le impnrialism
exists, while it has powerful resnilar armed forces, great reserves of
wear.ona of rass destruction, our country and the fraternal socialist
countries inust keep and strengthen in every possible way their cadre
armies....

'if 4 ,-.10-
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The irinciple of constant _•rfection of the organizational
structure of our army and the harmonious development of all the
services of armed forces and branches of service. Victory in
modern war is achieved by. the efforts of all. the services of the
armed forces and branches of service. Our Party decides questions
of the structure and changes in the organizational form and
relaticnship of the services of the Armed Forces and service branches,
taking into consideration the internal situation of the country and
internationai conditions, and also the development of ways and means
of armed conflict....

The princirle of centralism. Centralism in the organizational
structure of the Armed Forces and their system of control finds
expression in that the whole forming of the army and navy end their
staffs and other organs of control are strictly subordinated to a
central organ of state power, to a single Supreme Command. Lower
control organs strictly carry out orders, directives and instructions
of higher ones and are accountable to them in all questions of their
activities....

The-principle of one-man comi.nd. The Program of the CPSU defines
one-man command as the most imporltant principle of Soviet military
orgFinization, One-man cocunand in the Soviet Armed Forces is built
in a. Party basis, This means: the cowander is the representative
of ihe Party /see Chart 17 and government in the troops, carrying
out their lin-e of action, observing Soviet laws and military regula-
tiors; he is the sole administrator of the troops entrusted to him,
bearing full responsibility for all sides of their aotivity, fcr the
state of combat and political training, for their combat capability
and combat readiness; the one-mma commander is close to the
personnel, attends to their needs, sees they perform their duties
and guards their legal rights; in all his work, he relies on the Party
orgEnization, uses the force of Party influence on the troops to raise
the level of combat and political training and to strengthen military
discipline; makes broad use of cr.aticism and self-criticism, and the
powc.r of army and navy public opinion to improve affairs.

The Principle of con!rcious military discipline, Subordination
is .lso found in socialist armies, but it is different in form. It
it is not based on class role as in bourgeois armies, but on the
comaon interest of commanders and subordinates to assure the security
of the socialist state. While re.ying on consclousnpss in strengthen-
ing military discipline, .•lements of coercion are not excluded where
necessary to assure combat capability and combat readiness....

-i 1-:1



The principle of maintaining the constant combat readiness of the
Soviet Armed Forces. The deepening of the general crisis of capitalism,
the aggravation of its contradictions increases the adventurousness of
imperialism, its danger for nations, for the cause of peace and social
progress. This is convincingly confirmed by recent events. Militant
imperialism might unleash world nuclear rocket war. Therefore Soviet
military doctrine proceeds from the necessity to support high vigilance
and constant combat readiness of troops, and their ability in any cir-

cumstances to repulse an attack by an aggressor and deliver a crushing
defeat to him. Constant high combat readiness is the main task of the
Soviet Armed Forces. 7

These are basic concepts, the results of which frequently can le

identified when travelling within the Soviet Union. The 'principle' of

one-man command' is a favorite topic of military writers. In regard to

'the principle of conscious military discipline', whereby 'elements of

coercion are not excluded where necessary to assure combat capability and

combat readiness', visitors in any large Soviet city soon become corscious

of armed military patrols. One can but wonder how the Soviet application

of this principle would be accepted within the Armed Forces of the tnited

* States.

Any Western traveler to the Soviet Union, who might be interested in

military affairs, cannot help but be impressed by the military schocls.

There are over one hundred 'higher military schools' alone, housed In well-

tended buildings in the major cities. Such schools in Kiev, Odessa, Kharkov,

Novosibirsk and Leningrad, for example, compare favorably with the grounds

and buildings of the National War Colloge or the Armed Forces Staff College

in the United States. Military training and education in the Soviet Union

are based on the following principles:

-22-



The principle of unity of training and education. It is well
known that the success of a soldier in fulfilling his military duty
depends on his skill and understanding. They are closely inter-
connected. The trainer must educate and the educator must train.
Compulsory military training is for tw or three yearn according to
the new law of military obligation. At the same time military affairs
have beccme extremely complicated. This creates a demand to use time
more efficiently in training and educating troops....

The principle of teaching the troo2 what is needed in modern war.
This means inculcating such qualities as will assure the fulfillment
by them of their obligations in the most complicated conditions of
modern war. Therefore training must be conducted in conditions as close
as possible to battle, in the spiLit of active, offensive actions....

The principle of taking into consideration the features of -the
military collective and "' indiv: dual cualities of the soldiers.
Young people enter the army with different levels of education,
ideological and vital erudition. Their functions in service are far
from alike. The individual and the collective must be approached
individually, taking into account their specifics....

Tho principle cf Communist rurrosefulness. Training and education
is not an end in itself but a means of producing a highly principled and
skillful defender of the Motherland. The soldiers of socialist army

* are imbued with high ideals; consciousness of patriotic and international
obligations guides all their thoumghts and actions, lets them achiteve
•military mastery without tiring, bravely overcome difficulties and
dangerg of military life, and lets them fight to the last drop of their
blood.-'

The Western reader will note that these Soviet writirns contain a great

deal of jargon which normally would be considered propaganda. No attempt

has been made to clean-up statements s.) as to make them less offensive to the

non-communist reader, because these unpleasant notions and expressions are

a basic part of understanding the moti-ation of the Soviet Union, and the

Soviet military man in particular. To a greater or lesser extent, he believes

these statements. They are repeated over and over everywhere he turns: on

radio, television, on street billboards, in the newspapers, in magazines

and books. To separate military policy from its ideological foundations

* would be to study a machine without its motor.I " °l3-
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To understand Soviet military doctrine it is necessary to appreciate

that the communist ideology of Marxism-Leninism as the driving force and

providing the guiding principles behind all actions. The Communist Party

of the Soviet Union plays a unique role in every phase of the Soviet

military structure. This fact is carefully stressed.

The leadership of the Communist Party, the increasing role and
influence of Party organizations in the army and navy, as stressed
in the Program of the CPSU, is the fundamental basis of Soviet military
organization. The undivided leadership of the Armed Forces by the
Party, its Central Committee, is an objective rule of the life and
combat activity of the army and navy. This rule is caused by the role
which are Party plays in thl'Z :ife of Soviet society as its leading and
guiding force.

The leadership of the Soviet Armed Forces by the Communist Party is

further explained as follows:

First: All questions of the defense of the socialist Fatherland,
of military organization, of mili'tary theory and practice, both in the
past and at.present are decided in strict correspondence with the
ideology and policy of the Party, on the basis of directives and decrees
formulated in resolutions of Congresses and Plenums of the Central
Committee and the Politburo of the Central Commitiee CPSU.

The military policy of the Party, being part of the general policy
of the CFSU, provides for the solution of the most important problems
of nilitary organization.

Second: the leadershi-, of the Armed Forces by the Communist Party
finds expression in that its CentrPl Committee is directly concerned
with questions of the life and ac';ivit.y of the army and navy, deter--
mines the main direction and task: of its organization, and is concerned
about strengthening its combat might, discipline and unity. The Central
Cormittee of the Party plans the r'ain directions in the development of
the technical equipping of the araty and navy, supplies the troops with
all kinds of modern weanons and combat eouirment; it determines the
Judicious proportion in the dcvelzpment of the services of the Armed
Forces and the service branches; it works out Soviet military doctrine;
it selects and places the guiding military cadres; it works out and
puts into practice the principles of training and educating personnel;

-14-
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and it is concerned with raising the vigilance and combat readiness
of the troops* All these questions are decided in correspondence with
concrete historical conditions, the demands of military science, taking
into consideration experience end practice, combined with constant
control in fulfilling directives and decrees of the Party. This is
safeguarded by the fact that before making one decision or another
on questions of military organization, the Central Committee of the
Party carefully studies the s4 te of affairs in the army and navy,
the actual conditions and circumstances and consults with the leading
military political workers. Often! the leaders of the Party and govern-
ment, members of the Central Committee of the CPSU visit the troops
directly, acquaint themselves with their lives and studies, with the
practices of training and educating personnel. Ail this lets our
Party and its Certral Committee correctly decide the most complicated
questions of military organization.

Third: The leadership of the! Armed Forces by the Communist Party
is shown by the fact that a strict system of political organs, Party
and Komsomol organizations has been created and operates within the
Soviet Army and Navy which carry out enormous educational and organi-
zational work in the troops. The Central Committee gives constgnt
attention to questions of Party-political work in the army and navy,
improving its forms and methods, zaisirn its fighting spirit ani
efficiency. Party-political work rallies the troops of the army and
navy around the Party and the Soviet government, mobilizes them in
fulfilling tasks which stand before the Armed Forces.

Fourth: The leading role of the Communist Party in the Armed
Forces is displayed by the fact ttat in the years of military trial,
the Party, by its policy and military organizational activity, assured
the unity of front and rear, turned the country into a single military
camp and assured the firm leadership of the troops.eO

According to Soviet authors, the role of the Communist Party in the

Armed Forces is gro•zg, This nt been dictated, they say, by a number of

factors.

PFis-, "ly --.. f.^t -hat their task in protecting the security
of the Mt.'•e•.'and has grown and become more complicated. The Party
is taking inio account that the aggressiveness of imperialism has
become stronger a•,d that the threat of a new world war springing
up his increased in connection with this..The main source of danger
is American imperialism, playing the role of the world exploiter
an gDndarme, the implacable enemy of the liberation movements ...
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Therefore the Party will henceforth be constantly concerned with
the growth of the defensive might of the Soviet Motherland, will
support the constant readiness of the people and the army to repel
the aggression of the impe'ialists, to defend the socialist Fatherland.

Second, by the scientific-technical revolution, the radical changes
in military affairs, the necessity for Marxist-Leninist scientific
foresight, and for working out and putting into practice the proper
line in the theory and practice of military organization.

Thanks to the constant concern of the Party end governrentt, our
army and navy has everything neces:sary for defeating any aggressor.
But military affairs are quickly developing. Imperialist states are
making great efforts to achieve advantages in the military sphere.
Therofore the significance of the right military technical policy
of the CPSU, the development in every possible way of our economyhas especially I ncreased .just now in order to support our ArmedForces at the vezy highest level of present-day military technology.

Third, by the growing significance of the moral factor in modern
war. The history of wars shows tat the deadlier the weapon, the
*greater the role played by the morale of the people drawn into combat
actions. This rule obtains to an incomparably higher decree to a
possible nuclear war. The building up of moral-political superiority
of the Soviet Armed Forces over the armies of imperialist states now
has taken on paramount importance. Because of this, the role of the
Party in the comr.unist indoctrination of troop personnel and in their
moral-political and psychological training is growing.

Fourth, by the necessity to prepare the whole country and all
of tho. people to repel imperialist aggression. Modern war is erasing
the line between front and rear. Both the troops and objects deep
inside the territory of the country might be subject to a surprise
nuclear rocket strike. Hence the role of the Party in guaranteeing
the vitality of our state in the (vent of war, in strengthening the
military-economic might of the USS.R in every possible way, in moral-
political anti military nreparatior of the population and in orginizing
civil defense, is growing.

Fifth, by the widening of the international o13iigations of the
Soviet Armed Forces end the necessity to assure close cooperation and
unity of action of all fraternal armies.

With the formation of the world s~cialist system and the growth
of its political and economic might, the conditions of the armel
defense of socialist states fundarentally changed. In contrast to
the past when a sing.le socialist state faced the military attacx of
the imperialists, in a future world war, the imperialisz aggresiors
will be repulsed by the powerful socialist cormunity.I'
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A decade ago few militRy Drofessionals in the United States would

have taken seriously the idea that Communist Party indoctrination, and

Party control, would have any significant impact upon the operational

characteristics of a nation's Armed Forces. By 1971 our experience in

Southeast Asia may have altered our thinking, We now know that cow2unist

indoctrination has been a major factor in the Vietnamese war. There is

little doubt that a close relationrhip does exist in North Vietnam between

the Conmunist Party and its Arred Forces. A somewhat similiar relationship

exists between the CPSU and the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union. The

various principles and concepts stated above, translated directly from

current end official Soviet military p'blications, portray the nature and

extent of this relation.hipo
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2. The Role of the Party Congress

The XXIV Conress of` the Communist Party &f the Soviet Union

convened in March, 1971. Exactly five years had elasped since the

XXIII Party Congress, which had met the last days of March, 1966.

There had been an old regolation which .stipula.ted that Party Congresses

would be called at least once each four years. For this reason many

columnists had speculated that the Congress had been postponed a year

because of internal Party disagreements. The real reason probably was

the fact that the Soviet economic planners operate on five-year plans,

and this interval is therefore convenient for the calling or Party

Congresses.

Such Congresses have been held every five years since 195b (a

Congress held in 1959 was an 'extraordinary Congress' and as such did not

select new Party officials)# During the XXIV Party Congress the old

four-year regulation was superceded by a new rule, stating that henceforth

Congresses would meet each five years.

The XXIV Party Congress did nothing unexpected. After the Congress,

quo-itiors from General Secretary 'Brezhnev's report, as well as from the

speech delivered by Minister of Defense Grechko, have appeared in news-

papers arnd journals, ý.,i they will be used as a basis for troop indceftrina-

tion.

Depa.rting frr- lustom, the Chief of the Main Political Administration

of the Soviet Army and Navy, General Ycpishev, did not address the Congress.

(i *,8
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A number of other high Party officials also failed to uake addresses,

The reason for this probably was due to lack of time, since great

attention was given to the fo'reign delegates, who as a group were given

more time than usual for speeches. The Congress was remarkable for its

unanimity, at least in public, and exuded an air of confidence and

optimism.

The first Party Congress was held in March, 1898. The first

Congress to take place after the Revolution was the VII, held in

March,, 1918, After the JXVIII Farty Corgss in 1939, no Congress met

until lQ52.

At the XXTII Party Congress which met in M1arch-April 1966, nearly

5,000 delegates atended, purportina to represent 12,000,0000 Party

members. Of these 5,000 delegates, 352 were from Party organizations

of the Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces, Aerospace Defense Forces, Grcundi
Force3, Air Forces, havy and Border Guard units. Nearly all were generals,

admirals and marshals, who previously had been 'selected' at local Farty

Conferences. (No list Identifying the delegates attending, the XXIV Party

Congress of March, 1971, has yet been publiched).

Much of thl work of the Congress consists of approving the five-year

plan, ready-made resolutions and a new Central Committee (see Chart 4)

which also appears to have been pre-selected. By the time things get to

the Congress, all the problems have been ironed out. But the Congress

does force periodic ironint, out of development plans. In 1970, for instance,

there appeared to be quite some delay I.n producing the new budget. It was

S) sent back to "committee" at least once. Ministries and State committees

must come up with plans before the Cngress for inclusion in the budget.
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The Party leaders find a way to fill Party posts with their

supporters long before the Congress. They must share some of these plums

with other Politburo members. Party leaders may have to work out a

balance in the Politburo or Secretariat between opposing groups who

control powerful local groups.

On March 12, 1971, the Moscow City Party Conference selected 314

members to attend the XXIV Party Congress, Over a dozen prominent

generals and marshals, including Minister of Defense Grechko, are 6n

this list. In addition to.Marshal of the Soviet Union Grechko,

Varshals Budenny, Zaiharov, Krylov and YaKubovskiy were pibked by the

Moscow City Party conference to attend the XXIV Party Congress as its

delegates. In other wordc, the Party rroups of the military are

represented at the conferences of the area in which they are locatee,

and are not separated in special group3,. Four generals are on the rew

Moscow City Committee -- the Commanders of the Moscow Military District

and Moscow Air Defense District, Pnd their corresponding political chiefs.

This makes for close cooperation between the military and political

sectors of the Party. This is borne out in examination of Party conmittee

in all the republics and large city areas. It was noted in National PVO

Troopq published in 19l8, that 33 delegates represented National Air

Defense Troops at the XXIII Congress and The Combat Path of the Soviet Navy

pictured the group of 2b .admirals representivg the Navy. 1 2 A brief glance

at the list of delegates shows that every important military leader and

military political leader attended the XXIII Congress.
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To be sure, a sailor and a sergeant attended the last conference, and

even a few field-grade officers, but the top brass made up the over-

whelming majority.

Is al). this brass assembled to no purpose?

The reader has already noted the iumter of times resolutions of the

Party Congresses have been quoted on policy. Of all the events that take

place in the Soviet Union, none surpasses the assembly of a Party Congress

in symbolic importance. The Congress provides the outsider with a

periodic surfacing of what is going on inside the Soviet Union.

-22-
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3. The Role of the Central Committee

From a detailed aralysis of articles and books published in the

USSR, it becomes apparent that the organization officially charged

with the responsibility for military doctrine is the Central Committee

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). The special

relationship between the Central Committee and military doctrine is

explained by a nunber of snokesmen.

Marshal of the Soviet Union R. Ya4 Malinovsky, late Minister of

Defense of the USSR, asserted that:

The basic questions connected with che content and guidance of
Soviet military doctrine have been seriously elaborated in receit
years thanis to the attention given to t~em by the Central Committee
of the Party and the Soviet rovermnent,'

This same view of the source of military doctrine was restated by one

of the leading Soviet defense-intellec'tuals, General Colonel 1. A. Lomov,

a former departnent head at the Academy of the General Staff. His many

articles on Soviet military doctrine, :plus the announced publication, as

part of the 'Officer's Library' series, of his book, 1, ilitary Doctrine,

(which has not yet gone on sale) can be: considered as reflecting 'an

official view'. General Colonel N. A. bomov wrote:

The bases of military doctrine are determined by the domestic
and foreign policy of the Communi:nt Party and the Soviet government
in accordpnce with the nature and tasks of the present era. Therefore,
the essence and content of militn:z.y doctrine can only be correctly
understood bv taking into cnnside::ation those theoretical and
political conclusions which are in the materials of the XXII Congress
of the Communist larty of the SovLet Union (CPSUT) and the new Program
of the Party....

-23-
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Thf. decisions of the Central Committee of the CPSU and the
Soviet government on questions of strengthening the defense of
the country, the organization and logi stical support of the
troops, the rules and regulations of the Armed Forces on conduct-
ing combat operations, and nilitetry-theoretical works analyzing
its separate positions, are the concrete expressions of military
doctrine. It relies on the most important conclusions of military
science disclosing the objective laws of armed conflict.

The formulation of Soviet military doctrine is accomplished
under the leadershi.* of the Central Committee of the Party, tinder
its direct control, on the bhsis of the theoretical and methodological
principles of Marxism-Leninism. 14

On War and the Army, by N. P. Prokopyev (Voyenizdat, 1965), presented

a popularized account of doctrine making. Although Prokopyev writes of

the beginning of doctrinal formulation, starting in 1918, the basic concepts

about which he writes are still followed by Soviet theoreticians. Soviet

writers jenerslly do not elaborate on previous concepts associated with

Lenin unless the concepts remain relatively unchanged. Prokopyev discusses

the initial formulation of Soviet military doctrine, stating:

... on the rages of the journal, Mi¶litary Affairs, articles of
discussion on a sinple military doctrine bepan to be published. In
1920, this discussion was continued. Uot only military science
worl:ers but commanders and political workers from the troops tcok an
active Part in it. (Frunze, TukhLchevsky, Bubnov, Gusev, Shapcshnikov,
Triindafillov.) In 1921, in the first number of the magazine Vilitary
Scif•ni•d nn Rovolution, Frunze wrote a long. article, 'A Single M~ilitary
Docirine and the lied Army'. Pased on Lenin's works, and decisions of
the Party on military questions, Prunze made a successful attempt to
determine a circle of questions which had to form the content cf
military doctrine of a proletariat state. The article stated:

Doctrine is the teaching accepted in the army of a given
state, es'.ablishing the character of the construction of the
armed forces of the country, the methods of combat training,
their di:'ectioni on the basis of the ruling state views on the
nature of the military tasks lying before them, and the methods
of their solution flowing from the class nature of the government
and determined by the level of development of the industrial
forces of the country.
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Questions of Soviet military doctrine connected with its content
and role in building the Armed Forces and with their preparation for
war were discussed in conrresses of the Central Committee at the VIII-XI
sessions of the RCP(b), (bolsheviks), Later, questions of doctrine
were brought up in subsequent congresses of the Party in connection

with judging military questions and also at congresses of the Soviets
and at sessions of the Supreme S•oviet USSR..0.

*General Major S. N. Kozlov, writing in UVthodological Problems of

Military Theory and Practice, a book prepared by the Department of Marxist-

Leninist Philosophy of the Lenin Military-Political Academy, gives a simple

formula:

Military doctrine is elaborated by the political and military
leadership of the country.1b

1.

In 1967, a book which thoroughly examined the role of the Communist

Party as regards the Armed Forces was published, This work, The CIFU and

the .Builduing of the Soviet Armed Forces, was written by Generel Major

B. . Ki:yayev, Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor at the Lenin

1•ilitary.-Political Academy. Soviet military doctrine, wrote General Kiryayev:

... elaborated on the basis of the guiding decisions of the
Cen';ral Committee of the CPSTJ, the Soviet government, and the eata
of military rcience, renresents a system of views on questions of
the military defense of our ro,,ntry and the whole socialist camp
frori imperialist aggression. 17

To celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Soviet Armed Forces, the

Main Political Administratioh of the Soviet Army and Navy, the main staffs

of the services of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the staff of service arms

and special troops, the staff of the rear services, the main and central

administrations of the Ministry of Defense, the KGB and the MOOP (ncw MVD)

collaborated to produce 50 Years of the Armed Forces of the USSR. Assist-
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ing them in their work were the Institute of Marxism-ieninism attached

to the Central Committee CPSU, the Institute of History of the Academy

of Sciences USSR, the Institute of Military History, the Historical-

Diplomatic Administration of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs USSR, the

staffs of the Leningrad, Belorussian and Kiev Military Districtst the

Academy of the General Staff, Frunze Military Academy, the Lenin Military-

Political Academy, the Malinovskiy Academy of Armored Troops, the editors

of the .Ailitnrv History Journal, the Central Committee of DOSAAF, the

Central Government Archives of the Soviet Army, and the Archives of the

Ministry of Defense USSR, The editorial commission included 8 marshils,

an admiral of the fleet of the Soviet 11nion, and 3 generals. The authors'

collective was headed by General Colonel K. F. Skoroboratkin, then Head

of the Military Science Administration of the General Staff. This work

won the Frunze Prize for 1970, and hence its contents reflect full political-

military approval. According to its authors:

All questions of preparing the Armed Forces to protect the country
from ag",ession and to conduct the- armed struggle, all sides of the
life and daily routine of the army and navy are under the continual
leadership of the CPSU and its Leninist Central Committee. .18

Another authoritative book, Party-Political Work in the Soviet Armed

Forces, also published in 1968, was written by the Department of Party-

Political Work at the Lenin Military-Political Academy. The editor-in-chief

was General Lieutenant A. Ye. Khmel'. This work states:

The Central Committee of the Communist Party directs and coordi-
nates the activity of all states end social organs in strengthe.iing
the defense capability of the country, crganizes control for the- ful-
fillment of decisions on military questions, determines the ruling



positions in the realm of Soviet science and military art* On the
basis of the guiding outlines of the Communist Party and the Soviet
government, and also on the data of military science, Soviet military
doctrine is developed.

And further:

The leadership by the Communist Party as the fundamental basis
of Soviet military construction appears farther in that the Central
Coinmiittee of the CPSU is directly. occupied with questions of the
life and danily routine of the Armed Forces-..- strengthening their
comlat readiness$ raising vigilance,, discipline and unity of the
personnel, the selection, placing. and education of the guiding mili-
tarey cadres and it determines the general direction in creating and
developing mil itary equipm~ent and new means of fighting, and it fguifts
the technical equipping and material supply of the army and navy*19

teThette books are published mainly by the Military Publishing House of

th inisitry of Defense -- Voyenizdat, The question therefore arises:

might another publishing house attribute doctrine formulation to a d~fferent

source? In 19699 a book. entitled Arm of the Soviets was published by

Politizdat (Political Publishing House) representing a popular account of

the Soviet Armed Forces* S.S. Lototskiy headed the duVthorst colleclive.

Interestingly the book fails to describe Lototskiy as a General Lieutenant,

who is He'ad of the Department of the History ot Wars and Military Art at

Frunze Military Acadery. The remaining authors, who also are of fice~rs in

the Sovil~t Armed Forces, are all from his department at F'runze* In

discussing the guiding, role of the Party, the authors note that:

The Communist Farty demands the discover~y of the laws of develop-
men t of modern war in connection wNith the appearance of the nucl~ear
roc.ket weapon, from military cadres and thp elaboration of questions
of msilitary art and the further raising of the combat readineaui of
the troops.

An important role in answering these questions has been pl.ayed
by decisions of the Central Committee of the CPSU. The Central.
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Committee demanded that an end be put to dogmatism in the develop-
ment of military theory and that new problems of conducting combat
operations in conditions of nuclear war be bravely posed and solved,
and that the behests of the great Lenin be studied. 20

In surmary, the Minister of Defense, the Academy of the General Staff

rcresented by General Lomov, the Lenin Military-Political Academy repre-

sented by Generals Kozlov, Kiryayev end Khmel, an" the Frunze Military

Academy's General Lototskiy all say essentially the same thing:' the Central

Committee of the CPSU formulates Soviet ,ilitary doctrine.

There is no writing in the Soviet news media - newspapers, journals,

books or radio - that even hints at any other source for the preparation

of Soviet military doctrine.

It is recognized that not all of the members and candidate meml.ers

of the Central Committee would have an equal interest in docitine. It is

likely that a select group of the military members of the Central Ccmmittee

(There were 35 military members selected by the XXIV Party Congress for

the Central Committee) work with other members and draft fundamentals of

the doctrine. This doctrine has two sides, as will be discussed later,

"1 "the political and the military-technical, with the political being the

more important."

Through further examination it is possible to get a reasonably good

idea of the steps by which military doctrine actually is developed.

V. 1. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces, which won the 1968 Frunze

Prize, gives a lengthy description of the formulation of Soviet military

doctrine in the first years of Soviet rule. Mixed in with historical

material is much that is current today. Implicit throughout the bock is
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the theme that they are doing today what Lenin did in his time. It nay be

conjectured that any procedures at odds with present-day practices did not

find their way into the book. Hypothetically, doctrine formulation can be

deduced from this particular work. The following is a topic heading and

explanation:

Discussions on Guestions of Military Doctrine

One of the most important directions of the Party's activity
after the X Congress of the RKP(b) Lbolsheviks was working out
Soviet military doctrine. The discussions on questions of military
doctrine, begun in February 1920 in the rages of the marazine,
Military Affairs, was very important in this relation.

The basic positions of Soviet military doctrine were formu:Lated
in the works of V. I. Lenin, in the Second Program of the RKP(b), and
in the resolutions of the VIII, IX and X Congresses of the Party.

This 1968 Frunze prize winning work goes on to show how senior workers

of the General Staff, who took part in the early discussione, felt tiat

military doctrine should be politically neutral. Frunze began a new stage

with his nrticle "A Single Military Loctrine and the Red Army." Bitter

battles followed between Frunze and Trotskiy. The book goes on to show

more current reflections:

The Leninist idea of a Party of a new type, of its decisive role
in building socialism and communism, in the defense of the counw;ry from
the aggressive actions of its enemies at the present state of corJmunist
cons-truct.on were creatively developed and enriched in the Prog::am of
the CFSIJ, in resolutions of the XXII and XXIII Congresses of the Party,
and in decisions of Plenmns of the Central Committee of the Party.

The decisive role in working out the fundamental instructions in
the area of military. science, military doctrine, strategy, operational
art and tactics and in determining the content, form and methods; of
educating and indoctrinating the personnel of the Armed Forces belongs
to the Central Committee of the CPSU.

-29-
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By assuring the unity of political, economic and military
leadership of the country, the Communist Party seeks the most
effective use of the economy, scientific and technical achievements,
and the moral-political forces of the government in the interests
of defending the socialist Fatherland. Not one single important
question of military structuring, not one major problem of the
defense of the country is decided without the guiding directions of
the Central Committee of the CISU.

The Communist Party has to keep in view an ever widening circle
of problems of the development of military theory and military affairs.
It determines the direction of development of Soviet military science,
elaborates the principal lines of Soviet military doctrine, boldly
breaks through obsolete ideas about the methods of conducting mili-
tary operations and structurinp the army and navy. Its Yarxist-
Leninist methodology is a powerful weapon for command political,
and engineer-technical cadres in guiding the troops.2

The Central Committee selected by the XXIV Congress CPSU on April 9, 1971,

had more Vembers and fewer Candidates for membership than the previous Central

Committee. Twenty-one of the Members wrere military in 1971, where there had

been only fifteen in lqbb, a Pain of 6 members. However, there are now only

fourteen Candidates for membership whe:re tbere had been twenty, for a loss

of six. The sum total is therefore th, same, although the Central Committee

itself has enlarged. In other words, the military now has more M~embers and

fewer Candidates. Since only full Mem*ers have a vote, the military has a

larger voice than previously, although the change is not significant.

There does not appear to be a set rule for membership qualification.

At times it seems that certain military positions carry Ccitral Committee

membership with them, mnd at other timos certain individuals in the military

have Central Committee membership seem:ingly regardless of their military

position. Thus, twelve full Mtembers fr:om the old Central Committee are on

the new one. Of the nine new Ilembers, three were previous?.y Candidates

(.) for membership.
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Viewing this from military positions, thirteen of the twenty-one

membership posts are the same as the last Central Committee. Added have

been a let Deputy Minister of Defense*, the Commander-in Chief of the

Ground Troops, the Commander in Chief of the Br. 'onal Air Defense Troops,

a general inspector, the corianders of the Leningrad and Central Asian

Military Districts, the Supreme Commander of Soviet Forces, Germany and

the Minister of Civil Aviation.*

Three of these changes should be further noted. General Colonel Ogarkov,

the Soviet military representative at SALT, was raised from candidate for

membership to full membership. His position as lt Deputy Chief of the

General Staff was previously held by Bntitskiy. In other words, the position

carries full membrrship and only the incumbent is new. It is of interest

because t•.e senior Soviet rerresentative at SALT, V. S. Semyenov (a civilian),

is still only a Candidate member.

The 'Supreme Commander of Soviet Focces in Germany and the Commander of

the newly reformed Central Asian Military District now are full Mdembers, a

The strategic location of these districts, the former opposing 14ATO and the

latter covering the whole western Chinese border -- the pivotal Sinkiang

province, -- is very important.

As for the Candidates for membership, nine positions arc the same as

previoiu ly named, but the incumbents have chanped in some opses. The

Central Group of Forces (Czechoslovakia) did not exist at the time of the

1966 Party Congress. The laoscow Air Defense has been upgraded in importance,

( *The st Deputy Minister of Defense and the Minister of Civil Aviation

were elevated to full membership in lqbV after the XXIII Party Congress.
-31-
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while Kiev Military District has dropped from member to candidate status*

Oddly enough, General Colonel Okunev, former Commander of the Moscow Air

-Defense District, is a candidate for membership though his present

position is unknown* He is listed only as workinkg somewhere in the Central

apparatus of the Ministry of Defense.

The new Central Committee is even more interesting when age is taken

into consideration. Younger men have zeplaced the over-aged top brass.

For instance, although seven members are over b5, seven are from 60 to b5

and seven are under bO. Ten of the fourteen candidates for membership are

under bO. (Eight of these are cven under 551) Thus, of the total military

membership of the Central Committee, to include both members Pnd candidates,

half are under bO years of age. In con'.rast, the Central Committee selected

in l9bb contained 23 officers over bO and only 12 under bU. Three of the

officers on present Central Committee are under 50, where only one

General Colonel Ogarkov -. was under 50 in 1966.

Belor is a chart listing the positions in the MWinstry of Defense which

carry with them the high Party position of Central Committee status, as

selected fit the XXIV Party Congress, 1971. The present' incumbent of that

oqoition is listed. A similar listing ror the Central Committee selected

at the XX3II Party Congress can be foun1 in Appendix A.
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XXIV PARTY COBORESS (April 1971"2

Military Members of the Central Committee CFSU:

1. Minister of Defense

(?arshal of the Soviet Union A. A. Greohko)

2. 1st Deputy Minister of Defense/Commander in Chief Warsaw Pact Forces
(Marshal of the Soviet Union I. I. Yakubovskiy)

3. Ist Deputy Minister of Defense/Chief of the General Staff

(Marshal of the Soviet Union M. V. Zakharov)

4. 1st Deputy Minister of Defense
(General of the Army S. L. Sokolov)

5. Cnief of the Main Political AdministrationK (General of the Army A. A. Yepishev)

6. Depity Minister of Defense/Comnander in Chief of the Strategic
Rocket Troops

(Marshal of the Soviet Union N. I. Krylov)

7. Deputy Minister of D>fense/POmDander in Chief of the liational Air
$ • Defense T.roops

(fnrshal of the Soviet Union P. F. Batitskiy)

8. Deputy Minister of Defense/Cormander in Chief of the flavy
S(Admiral of Lhe Fleet of the Soviet Union S. G. Gorshkov)

9. Deputy Minister of Defense/Commander of Chief of the Air Forces
(Marshal of Aviation P. S. KutaKhov)

10. Deputy .!inister of Befense/Conrnander in Chief of the Ground Troops
(General of the Army I. %. Pf.vlovskiy)

11. Denuty Minister of Defense/Tnspector General
(Marshal of the Soviet Union K. S. Idoskalenko)

12, Deputy Minister f Defense/Chi f of the Rear Troops
(General of the Army S. S. axryakhin)

13. General Inspector
(Marshal of the Soviet Union I. Kh. Bagramyan)

14. Jeneral Inarector
(Marshal of the Soviet Union I. S. Konev)
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[ 15- Chief of Civil Defense
(Marshal of the Soviet Union V. I. Chuykov)

16. Supreme Commander Soviet Forces in Germany
(General of the Army V. C. Kulikov)

17. Commander Central Asian Military District
(General of the Army N. G. Lyashchenko)

18. Commander of the Moscow Military District
(General Colonel Ye. F. Ivanovskiy)

19. Commander of the Leningrad Military District
(General Colonel I. Ye. Shavrov)

20, Minister of Civi l Aviation
(General Colonel of Aviation B. P. Bugayev)

21. Ist Penuty Chief of the General Staff
(General Colonel N. V. Ogarkov)

Military Candidates for Membership of the Central Committee CPSU:

1. Member of the Presidium of the Supreiie Soviet
(Ilershal of the Soviet Union S. M. IBudenny)

i'., Commander of the Central Grouti of Forces (Czechoslovakia)
(General Colonel A. M. Maycrov)

A1, Commander of the Far East Mil:.tary District
: (Genoral of the Army V. F. 'olubxo)

4. 1 Cormmander of the Transcaucasus: Militazy District
: (General Colonel S. K. Kurkctkin)

5. lCormander of the Kiev Military District
(General Colonel G. I., Jalmsnov)

b. commander of the Belorussian Liiitary District
(General Colonel I. 11. Tret'yuk)

SI 7. 3ommander of the Pacific Fleet
(Admiral N. I. Smirnov)

8. Cowmpnder of the northern Fleet
(Admiral of the Fleet S. M. Lobov)
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9. Commander Air Defense District
(General Colonel of Aviation A. I. Koldunov)

10. Chief of Political Administration of the Strategic Rockes Troops
(General Lieutenant P. A. Goncharov)

11. Chief of the Political Administration of the Moscuw Military District
(General Colonel K. S. Grushevoy)

12. Chairman of DOSAAF
(Generatl of the Army A. L. Getman)

13. Minister of Communications
(General Colonel Signals Corps.tf. D. Psurtsev)

14. Ex-Commander of the Moscow Air Defense District
(General Colonel V. V. Okunev)

The Central Committee is selected by the Congress of the CkYSU. Whether

the 5000-c-dd delegates merely approve a prepared list or whether there is

some debale over the selection is not known. The Central Committee which

emerged from the XXIV k'arty Congress in April 1971 contained 396 names. Of

these, 241 were full Members with a right to vote and 155 were Candidates

for Vrmbership, who ma: ittcmd deliberations but do not vote. According

to Comrunist Party rules, vacancies amorin Members can only be filled from

Candidates for Membership, if such vacancies occur between Congresses. Thus

Comr-ander in C1 ý of the Air Forces Marshal of Aviation Kutaehov, for

example, did not automatically become a Member of the Central Committee when

he replaced Chief t.ar~hal of Aviation Vershinin in 1969, who was a Member.

It is logica? to assume that K,takhov did attend plenums of thp Central

Comm-itee unofficialy un-til the next Congre.a selected him. The Commander

ir Chief of the flational Air Defense Forces, Marshal of the Soviet Union

Batitskiy, happened to have been selected as a Member by the XXIII Party
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Congress when he was still lat Deputy Chief of the General Staff.

Therefore his new position did not alter his status. At the time (196b)

the inc,2mbent Commander in Chie'f of National Air Defense Forces, Marshal

of Aviation V. A. Sudets, failed to be selected for the Central Comrittee

altogether. This was the first sign that his replacement was imminent,

and it did in fact take place in a matter of months.

The Ground Troops had no Commander in Chief in l.bb, the Dost having

been abolished in 19b4 and not revived until December l1)67, General Pavi.ovskiy

was not on the Central Committee, although it is assumed th,.t he, too, must

have unofficially attended plenums once he became a Deputy Minister of

Defense.

At the present time, General Colonel Ocunev is a Candidate for Membership

at a time when he "appears to have only E. vague position in the Central

Apparatus of the Ministry of Defense. As ex-Commander of the Moscow Air

Defense District, he may be slated for 9. high position. General of the Army

Tolubko, for many years the Ist deputy Commander in Chief of the Strategic

Rocket Troors, won a Candidate membiership as Commander of the Far East

Military District. This does put him in line for a high post. On the other

hand it is almost certainothat General of the Army Shtemenko, for instance,

rill not be promoted to Chief of the General Staff because he has not been

on the Central Committee.
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4. Role of the Politburo

Having examined the role of the Central Committee in the activities

of the Soviet Armed Forces, it would be well to stop briefly and look at

the members of the Politburo and the Secretariat -- the groups chosen by

'the. 'Central Committee to do the daily work of the Central Committee.

No active military commander sits on the policy-imaking Politburo.

Marshal Zhukov managed to do so for a very brief time, from 195b - 1957.

L. I. Brezhnev is the General Secretary. The members are as follows:

POLITBURO SECRETARIAT

(As selected by the XXIV Party Congress, April 9, 1971)

Members: *Brezhnev, L. I. General Secretary. *Brezhnev, L. I.
(15) Podgornyy, N. V. (1)

Kosygin, A. h.
*Suslov, M. A*. Secretaries: *Suslov, M. A.
*Ki.clcn!o9, A. P. (9) *Kirilenko, A. P.
Pelabe, A. Ya. *Kulakhov, F. D.
Mazurov, K. T. *Ustinov, 1). F.
Polyanskyy, D. S. *Demichev, 1. N.
Shelest, P. Ye. Kapitonov, I. V.
Voronov, 0. I. Ponomarev, B. h.
Shelerin, A. N. Katushev, K. F.
Grishin, V. V. Solomentsev, M. S.
Kunayev, D. A.
Shcherbitskiy, V. V.

*Kulakov, F. D.

Candidates: Androrov, Yu. V.,
SWb) *Ustlnov, D. F.

*Demichev, P. N.
Rashidov, Sh. H.

*Masherov, P. M.
Llzhavanadze, V. P.

*These six men are on both. the Politburo and the Secretariat* See Chart 5.
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"are concerned. General Secretary Brezhnev appeared in the uniform of a

Soviet General Lieutenant as late as 1963. As a political general of

the Soviet Armed Forces, the General Secretary of the Communist Party

must be fully knowledgeable of Soviet military doctrinal matters.
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T. The Role of the Secretariat

~II The Secretariat of the Central Committee plays a vital role in the

actual control of the Coimmunist Party over the entire Soviet Union. It

is through the Secretariat that the daily work of the Party is carried out.

We know that it meets weekly. The manner in which it exercises control is

not fully known, but certain assumptions can be made on the basis of what

is known.

There are believed to be 22 Departments of the Central Committee,

which are listed on chart 4. Ten of thein are industrial - Chemical

Industry, Defense Industry, Heavy Industry, Light and Food Industry,

Transport, etc..Five are concerned with foreign affairs - Relations vith

Bloc Parties, Economic Relations with Socialist Countries, Internaticnql

Affairs and so on. Three are for training - Culture, Propaganda and

Agitation, Science and Education. The rest deal with internai Varty work.

The ten Secretpries divide up the departments for supervision. In

some cases they themselves head the department. Each secretary has lie

own field of expertise. D. F. Ustinov held the rank of General Colorel of

Artillery when he wazthe Soviet Union's arm's czar, from 1941 to 1957.

He probably supervises the departments for Defense Industry, Heavy Industry

and Chemical Industry.

The Soviet Armed Forces fall under the Administrative Organs DeTartment,

outside of Ustinov's c ,-trol, but closely associated with it. For acme time

after the ouster of Khrushchev this department did not have a chief, and it

was thought that Secretary Brezhnev himself was its head. Finally, in
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19b8, N.I. Savinkin was identified in this post, having been raised from

the position of 1st Deputy Chief.

It should be noted that in" Czechnslovakia the Administrative Organs

Department was abolished in one of the reforms during the winter and

spring of 1968. By so doing the Communist Party of Czechoslovakcia lost

control of both the Armed Forces and the police, without which control

hardly any communist party could stay ia power. It can be assumed that

the Administrative Organs of the Secretariat of the Central Committee

acts as a sort of watchdog over all major political-military matters,

including that of the development of military doctrine.
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6. The Role of the Main Political Administration

One constantly reads about the "political organs" and "Party and

Komsomol organizations" of the Soviet Armed Forces, yet their actually

operation remains somewhat hazy. A better understanding of these

organizations can be gained by examining their structure and activities

in some detail,

The political organs in the Armed Forces are the ruling organs or

the Party in the area of Paru'y and political work. They are guided by

tive Program and Rules of the CPSU, resolutions of Party Congresses, Party

conferences, the Central Committee of the CPSU and also by the "Position

of the Political Organs and the Instructions to the Organizations of the

; ICPSU in th-: Soviet Army and Navy", confirmed by the Party's Central

Committee. The Officer's Guide informs that:

Leadership of Party-political work in the Armed Forces of the
USSR is carried out by the Central Committee tirough the ,ain
Political Ad.iinistration of the Soviet Army and Navy, working with
the rights of a department of the Central Committee of the CIJU,

To assure colJectiveness in solving the most important questions
of Pa'rty-political work and in the education of cadres of earty-
political workers in the Armed Forces in the spirit of observing
Leninist norms of Party life and Principles of Party leadership, the
Bureau of the m,!ain Folitical Administration was formed by decision
of the Central Committee of the CPSU. Decisions of the Bureau a'.e
made by majority vote and put into practice by directives and de.-rees
of thre Chief of the Main Political Administration.

Directives on ouestions of Party-political work in the arny and
navy are issued over the signstures of the Minister of Defense and the
Chief of the Mlain Political Administration with the approval of the
Central Committee of the CPSU. Directives and decrees on continuing
questions of Party-political work are issued by the Chief of the Main
Political Adminis tration&

t } =4
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For organizing and guiding Party-political work in all the
services of the Armed Forces, groups of forces, military districts,
air defense districts, and in fleets, corresponding political
administrations and rolitical de'-artments have been created* At the
head of the volitical administrations of services of the Armed Forces
grou.s of forces, districts and fleets stand members of the military
councils -- the chiefs of the political administrations (political
departments. )24

There are also political leaders in smller units, ships, military

schools, scientific research organizations, in the central apparatus of

the Ministry of Defense and in the staffs and administrations of districts,

groups of forces and fleets.

Attached to the political organs is a Party Commission, which has tV

responsibility for examining decisions of Party organization on taking in

new Party rembers and in matters of delinauencies of members and Komsomols.

Party Organizaticns of the Soviet Army and Navy represent u vast
fighting detachment of the CPSU, closely rallied around its Leniaist
Central Committee. Communists and Komsomols compose more than 83
percent of Soviet Armed Forces personnel. This is the strength of our
army and navy....2 5

The next question to be examined is what these Party organizations do

in the Armed Forces. One .of their most important functions is assuri:ng

high vi.-ilance ane constant combat readiness in the troops. This is done

by the formulation of "political consciousness and psychological stability

in the troops, fostering bravery, firmness of will to victory over a strong

and crafty enemy, the readiness to fulfill the fighting order at any -rice,

right up to self-sacrifice."

According to Soviet writers,

Tn carrying out their argressive policies, the imperialists,
primarily the United States' reactionary circles, are trying to
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carry a "war of ideas" into socialist countries. They are broadening
the front of ideological divarsion and doing everything possible to
corrupt the consciousness of our people, to undermine the foundations
of socialism.2 6

The ideological struggle and the 1-isiness of ideological training of

the people is one of the most important sections of rarty activity, It is

interestinr to note that the April and July Plenums of the Central Comzittee

in 1q68, cn" the eve of the Czechoslovakian invasion, had published the

following:

The ideological struggle between capitalism and socialism is
characterized by sharp ag'revation. The whole enormous apparatus of
anticommunist proraranda is now aimed at weakening the unity of
socialict countries, the International communist movement, and
separating the leAdinp forces of today and undermining socialist
society from inside. 2 7

The Party's work does not stop with ideological work. The tech1, ...'.,

"culture" of the soldiers has to be rained. Complicated machines tnd

equipment have been introduced into the Armed Forces which requires technical

sophistication. Hence the task of military technical "advertising."

In the troops, universities and lectures on technical knowledge,
eveni' gs of technology, schools of technical mastery, circles, techni-
cal cnferences, showcases, exhibi';s of srecial and popular science
films have hectn-e widespread. Fng:.neer technical cadres of the army
nnd navy, and also soldiers and serjeants with hipher specialized
training take an active part in the military technical propaganda.

An important place in Party..political wor-k is held by the broad
spreading out of socialist comnetitions, studies, generalizations and
propac,.tion of advanced experience,.2 8

Political education also includes strengthening disciplineo Another

task is strengthening one-man command. Political organs and Party organi-

zations do everything possible to help command cadres master the principles

of Marxism-Leninism, its theory and "the Leninist style of working."
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And so, there is not a single side of the daily life and
activity of our Armed Forces where the beneficial leading role of
the CPSU cannot be seen* The Communist Party and its Central
Committee, are working out the military policy and are determining
the main direction and tasks in perfecting the defense of the country,
and the organization of the army and navy. 2 9

The chapter ends with five pages of Quotations from Resolutions of

Party Congresses, Conferences and Plenums of the Central Committee concerning

the guidir•g role of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in the Armed

Forces.
30

Recormmended books for this section of the Officer's Guide are:

V. I. Lenin. On thr Defense of the Socialist Fatherland. The CPSU on the

Armed Forces of the Soviet Union. Documents. The CPSU and the Organization

of the Soviet Armed Forces. Ps'rty-politicnl Work in the Soviet Arred Forces.

Petrov, Yu. P. The Organization of Politorpans of Party and Komsomol

SiOreaati.ons of the Army and Nnv= (1916-3068). Yeprshev, A. A. Some Ouestions

of Party-political Work. 3 1

The Main Political Adr.inistration plays a very important role in both

the formulation of Soviet military doctrine and in its dissemination. As

will be see3n in two subsequent sections of this paper, "The Officer's

Library" and "The Role of the Communist of the Armed Forces journal",

officers o! the Main Political Administration help formulate the doctrine,

have the major role in expounding on its major concepts, and are primarily

responsible for ensurinp that it in thorourhly understood. Thus, this

Administra,4ion is the primary means through which the voice of the Party

is expressed to the personnel of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union.
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PART B. The Role of The Surreme Soviet in Soviet Military Doctrine

N.Y. Podgorniy, as Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet,

acts as "President" of the USSR. Brezhnev himself was once "Pretident,"

disproving the generally held theory that the position is "the end of the

road." The Supreme Soviet has two sections: the Soviet of the Union end

the Soviet of the Nationalities. The Supreme Soviet approves measures

without questions, giving a pretense of tlegality' to the Party-dominated

machinery of governrent.

And the military is not absent even at this level. Thirty of 767

de.puties 6f the Soviet of the Union, and 2b of the 750 deputies of the

Soviet of the Nationalities are high-ranxing military officers.

About two-thirds of the deputies of the Supreme Soviet have been

elected for the fl: -:' time. They are workers and peasants. The other

third are leading military and Party officials.

The most recent election was June 14, 1970. The following militfry

men were elcted as deputies of the Supreme Soviet: 32

RAVK POSITTON (lq70)

Altunin, A.T. Gen/Col CO No. Caucasus Mil Dis
fAmelko, N.1. Admiral Deputy CinC Navy

Bagravyan, I.•h. ?4arshql S/U general inspector
Batitskiy, P.F. Marnbal S/U Dep LMin Def/CinC National PWO
Neolik, P.A. Ceneraj/Army CO Transbaikal Mil Dis
Belono-.hko, S.Ye. Gen/Col CO Turkestan Mil Dis
Beregovoy, G.T. 0en/maj/Avia Cosmonaut
BudenniyS.11. Marshal S/U member Supreme Soviet
Bugayev, B.F. Gen/Lt/Avia Minister of Civil Aviation

Chuykov, V.I. Marshal S/U Chief of Civil Defense
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Getinan, A.L. General/Army Chairman of DOSAAF
Gorchakov, PA. Gen/Lt Chief Po3-Lt Adniin/Baltic M11i Die

~1Gorshkov, S.G. Adl/Flt/S U flep Min PefJCinC rvavy
Grechko, A.A. Marshal F/U Minister 'of Defense

lvanovt B.P. Cen/Col Co Southern Group of Forces
IvLnovskiyp Ye.F. Gen/Col CO Moscow Military District
Ivashutin, P.I. Gen/Col Dvp Chief of the Goneral Staff

Kasatonov, V.A. Admiral/Fit 1st Dep CinC navy
Khetagurov, 0.1. General/Army CO Baltic M~il Die-
Khamulo,, M~.G, Gen/Col CO Siberian Mil Dis
Koiarovskiyq A.N. Gen/Col Dep Min Def/ for Bldg ancO Housing
Konevq 1.S. Marshal S/U general inspector
Krylovq N.I* Marshal S/U Dep Mvin 1)ef/ CinC Strategic RocKets
Kulikov, V,. 0. General/Army Sup Cmdr Soviet Tps in Germany
Kurkotldin, S.K. Gen/CojL. CO Trantcaucasus JVil. Dis.
Kutakhov, P. S. 14arshal/Avia Dep Min Def/ CinC Air Forcer'

Lashchenko, P.NI. Genteral/Army let Pep CinC Ground Troops
Lobov, S.M Admiral CO Northrrn Flvet
Lyasho-hpnko, NT.G. Genpral/Army CO Central Asian Miii Dis

Lial'tsev, Ye.Ye. Gen/Col Chief/Polit Admiix/Soviet Tr~s/Germrany
Maryalkhin, S.S. General/Army flep JMi Def/ Ch cf of the Rear
M.ayorov, A .M. Cen/Col CO'Central Croup of Forces
Ilikhai~in, V.V. Adniral CO, Baltic Fleet
Iloskajenko, K.S. Ma¶rshal s/U Dep M.in Def/Insrector General

Obaturov, 0.1. Cen/Col CO Cnrpa~thiipxn Mil Die
Ogarkcov, N.V. Con/Col 1st Dep Chief of the General Staff
Oklunev, VV. Cpn/Col CO MosccV1 PVO District
Olifirov, F.A. Cen/Col CO Rnku PVO, District

Parshikov, A.11. Gen/Col CO Volr~a Mil Dis
Pavlovskiy, 1.0. Ceneral/Ary flep I-Ti DrffCinC Cound TIroopa
Pokryshkin, A.I. Cen/Col/Avia flop CinO vatio'nal PVO
Psurtsev, Ni.D. Gen/Col/S"irg Ministe~r of Comw'inications

Salmanov, G.1. Gen/Col CO Kiev M~il Die
Shavrov, 1. Ye. Gen/Col CO Le-ningrad Mil Dis
Chchegiov, A.iF. General/Army let flop CinC National PVO, Troops
Shurup wj, AXG Cen/Col C0 Odessa Iiui Dis
Sil'ch-ýnkoq fi.K.. Gen/Lt CO Ural 4iii Dis
Skoriornktiov, II.A. Gen/bt/Avia
Smirnov, 11.1. Admiral CO Pacific Fleet
Sokolov, S.I,. General/Army lst Pep M~in Dci'
Sysoyevf V.S. Vic/Adl CO Black Sea Fleet
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Tankayev, M.T. Gen/Col CO Northern Grp of Forces
Tolubko, V.F. General/Army CO Far Eastern Mii Dis
Tret'lyak, I.M. Gen/Col 'O Belorussian Mil Dis

Vasyagin, S.P. Gen/Col Chief/Polit Admin/Gromrd Troops

Yakubovskiy, I.. 1%¶arshal S/U lst Dep Min Def/Chief Warsaw Pact Forc
Yepi-key, A.A. General/Army Chief of the Main Political Admin
Yeremenko, A.I. Marshal S/U general inspector

Zakharov, M.V. Marshal S/U Ist Dep Hin D-?f/Chief of the General
Staff

This list includes:

The Minister of Defense
3 lst Deputy Ministers of Defense
8 Deputy Ministers of Defense
Chief of the Main -.Xlitical Administration(MPA)
lot Deputy Chiel, of the MPA
16 Commnanders of Military Districts
4 Fleet Commanders
2 PVO District Comanaers
4 Commanders 6f Groups Abroad

Deputies to the Supreme Soviet in Tune, 1970, included the 58 marshals,

generals cnd admirals listed above. It is doubtful that this group, as such,

considers substantive matters of military doctrine. Howeveir, the fact that

Soviet mi:itary personnel participate in this body should be recognized in

studying the total Party-military-government relationships in the formulation

of doctrin e.

-
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PART C. The Role of the Government in Formulating Soviet Military Doctrine

1. The Role of the Councii of Ministers

In discussing the Soviet Government, it should always be made clear

that the "Soviet Government" is not a government in the normal sense.

The Soviet Union is governed by the Communist Paruy, and the "governf'.,nt"

merely carries out that which the Party dictates.

Top government officials are:

GOVERNUli14T PO3Y"ION PARTY POSITION

Chairman of thr Council of Minister: Politburo
Kosy*gin, A. N.

First Deputy Chairmen: Mazurov, K. T, Politburo
Polyanskiy, D. S. Politburo

Deputy Chairmen: Baibakov, N. K. Central Committee
Dymshits, V. 1.. Central Committee
Yefremov, M. 1'. 'Central Committee
Kirillin, V. A. Central Committee
Lesechko, M. ). Central Committee
Novikov, V. N. Central Cornittee
Novikov, I. T, Central Committee
Smirnov, L. V. Central Committee
Tikhonov, N. A. Central Committee

Ministers:
Aviation Industry - Demeni'yev, P.V. Central Committee
Automobile Industry - Taresov, AX,. Candidate Central oonmittee
Defense Industry - Zveryev, S.A. Central Committee
General I.t~chine Building - Central Committee

Afanasyev, S.A.
IMedium Machine Building - Central Comemittee

SlavsKiy, Ye. P.
Radio Industry - Kalmykcv, V.D. Central Committee
Ship Building - Butoma, B. Ye. Central Committee
Electronics Shokin, A.I. Central Committee

State Comwittee for Science and Technology,:
Kirillin, V.A. Central Committee

The author wishes to thank Dr. Victor Fediay for his helpful

contributions to this section.
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A. N. Kosygin, in his capacity as Chairman of the Council of Ministeis,q

heads the government. Kosygin also is a member of the Politburo, the real

center of Soviet power. Under Kosygin is a vast network of ministries and

state comumittees. Among these ministries are the Ministry of Internal Affairs

(The 11!D), the Committee of Government Security kThe KGB) and the Ministry of

Defense. ksee chart 6 )

The Ministry of Internal Affairs (Thp MVD) and the Committee of

Government Security kThe KGB) have a peculiar relationship to the Ministry

of Defense, The KGB controls the Borders Guards of thEf Soviet Union - a

military force consisting of over 200,00 personnel, armed with airplanes

and tanks. The WVD controls the Internil Troops, the number of which is

not known. These Soviet military force3, numbering between a quarter and

"a half million persofinel, are part of tie Soviet Armed Forces but are not

"a part of the Soviet ministry of Defense.

Other ministries of the Soviet government, such as the ministries for

aviation industries, defense industries, general machine building, medium

machine building, ship building, radio, electronics and automobiles are

the most important part of the Soviet military-industrial complex. The

State Committee for Science and Technolbgy and the Research Institutes such

as TsAGI, TsTAM, WIVK, HIAT and others, end the Academy of Sciences guide

all research and developuent.

Without exception the men headizg Lhese ministries are all on the

Central Committee as well. This "two-hat" development complicates the

establishirant of the chain of command. In addition, Chairman Kosygin,
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and his 1st Deputy Chairmen, Mazurov and Polyanskiy are Members of the

ruling Politburo and make policy as well as execute it.

The apparatus of the Sovie.t government has a primary task of carrying

out the dictates of the Party. The various ministries for industry, as

well as the MVD and the KGB, are groups which must understand military

doctrine, but who only indirectly participate in its formulation and

dissemination.

* I.
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2. The M~ole of the Academy of Sciences

In the formulation of military doctrine the level of scientific

and technological achievement in a country must be taken into account.

The highest scientific establishment in the Soviet Uniont is the Academy

of Sciences. This Academy carries out.the general scientific guidance

of research on important problems of natural and social sciences in the

country. Much of the actual research is accomplished by the Academies

of Sciences of the republics and ;ther scientific establishments. The

Academy of Sciences is directly subordinate to the Council of Ministers.

The Academy is divided into four sections, as shown on the chart 7.

There is also a Siberian Branch of the kcademy of Sciences, USSR located

at Novosibir~k. In 19b6,, there were 231 academicians, 414 corresponding

members exad 65 foreign members in the Academy. In 1968, there were more

than 210 cientific establishments of the Academy or Sciences. More than

30,000 scientific workers, including 2,000 doctors of science and 12,000

candidates of science, work in these establisbmcnts.

In the early 60's the Academy of boiences was reorganized and given

more autnority for coordinating scientific research. More than 200

scientific councils on the most important problems are in operation. This

means that duplication is avoided and n.•w discoveries speedily receive

broad dissemination. T'he Academy operates its own translation service,

reproducing foreign scientific journals with great rapidity. It operates

a network of more than 170 scientific libraries with four major centers. 3
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No discussion of the making of Soviet military doctrine would be

complete without mentioning another role of the Academy of Sciences.

The question of improving work .in social sciences was posed by the XXIII

Party Congress in 1966. The subsequent August, 1967, Plenum of the Central

Committee CPSU on "•leasures for the Further Development of the Social

Sciences and for Raising Their Role in Communist Construction," introduced

far-reaching changes. The decree in part stated:

The rresent-day stage of social development and propress of
scientific kno- 'e demands the c,)ncentration of scientific research
work on socia! sciences first of all in the following directione:

1. In the area of philosophical sciences...
'?. In the area of economic sciences...
3. In the area of scientific communism...

Military strategy is considered as one of the social sciences.

One result of the above decree may have been the creation of the Insti-

tute on tbe USA, under the Academy of Sciences, in 1967. In 1968 it was

renamed the Institute of the USA. Geor~i Arbatov, a Candidate member of the

Central Cc'mmittee, heads the Institute. Beginning in January, 1970, the

Ynstitute has published a monthLy magazine called USA: Economics, Politics,

Ideooq. Of particular interest to this study is the fact that two of the

leading Soviet defense-intellectuals, G-ineral Colonel N. A. Lomov and

Colonei V. V. Lrionov, have written articles i•a the March and April, 1970,

and they now work for Arbatov at the *In:3titute of the USA.

Colorel V. V. Larionov, Candidate of Military Sciences, is best known

as the coimposinp editor of Military Strategy. From his former post in the

Military Science Administration of the Gleneral Staff, Lorionov published

i- 5
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article after article in the pages of Red Star and Communist of the Armed

Forces.

Equally, if not more prominent, is General Colonel B.A. Lomov, longtime

professor, heading a department of the Academy of the General Ztaff. Lomov

was deputy chief of operations under General S.M. Shtemenko during World War

II. Todny Shtemenko is Chief of Staff of the Warsaw Pact Forces. Lomov

has retired from military life. He has written several articles and at

least one book on military doctrine. He was announced as the author of a

book of that title which was to have been part of the 'Officer's Library'

series. The book so far has failed to jo on sale.

Writing in Communist of the Arm,,d Forces at the time of the XXIIJI Party

Congress In 1q66, arshal V.D. Sokolovskiy der'-red the fact th&t the U.S.

had special institutes working out ouestions of military strategy wh:.ch em-

ployed scientists in all fields. He mentioned RA4D and the Hudson Izstitfte

in the United States and the British Institute for Strategic Studies.,

Marshal Sokolovsky, as is now apparent, was preparing the Sovie • military

f6r thp opening of the Institute of the USA the foJlowing year. It nay have

been coincidential, but it is worth noting the Colonel V.V. Larionov., the

composing editor for all three editions (1962, 1963 and 1960) of Sokolovsky's

Military Strati-try, later apprared as the Institute of the USA's most famous

defense-intel lectual.

Although the Institute of the USA is well known in the United States,

it actually is relatively small, with between twenty and thirty full-time

members. Even wore prestigious is The Institute of World Economy and

I. I International Relations (ItWLO). This Institute has a staff of approximately
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200 full time members, The International Relations portion of the Institute

is headed by Doctor V.M. Kulish, a retired colonel and famous strategist of

the General Staff. This Institute also is a "defense-intellectual" center,

and must consider military doctrine and strategy in their broadest aspects.

It also coves under the Academy of Sciences.

Thus, the world-famous Soviet Acadclny of Sciences, regarded i.n most

inte(llectval circles of the United States only as a high level scientific

society, actually plays a major directing role in the formulating of Soviet

military doctrine. This is accomplished both through its role in the social

sciences and through its role in basic scientific research.
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3. The Role of the Ministry of Defense

a. The Roles of the Higher Military Council and the Mt.in Military Council

It is obvious that a group as large (360) as a busy (every member has

a full-time job in other areas, either in the government or in the Party) as

the Central Committee, meeting in Plenums only two or three times a year,

cannot do the daily work described above. Is there a smaller group that

meets more frequently to direct r'ilitary matters? The Politburo does not

contain any military commanders. The group performing this tasK probably

is the Higher Military Council, which may represent the deliberative body

most involved with formulating and enacting military doctrine. It must

certainly play an important role in decision making. The meager references

to the Higner Military Council produce little conclusive evidence as to its

detailed fictivities. The following historical examination indicates its

prol'able importance.

The nuthors of Military Strategy write:

At the beginning of March, 19:18, for leadership of all mili tary
opfrt..tions of the Red Army, by decree of the Council of Peoples Commissars,
the Ifl-her (Vysshiy) Military Council was formed, composed of three
Peop.e: the military leader and two) political commissars .... Subseouently
the (omnosition Pnd the tasks of the Higher Military Council weze
significantly broadened.

From April, 1918, the Peoples Commissars for War and lbaval Affairs,
membt.rs of the Collegia of the Peoples Commissariat for Military
Affairs, and also specialists on military and naval affairs were on the
Higher Military Council.

However, as the war progressed, the Higher Military Council failed to

function properly. Reorganization took place thus:
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On 2 September 1918, by special edict of the VTsIK, the country
was declared a military camp and the Revolutionary Military Council
of the renublic was formed as the highest organ of direction of the
Red Army. 35

The Revolutionary Military Council continued to function througbout

the Civil War. It lasted until 1034 when the Military Council, attached

to the Peoples Commissariat of Defense, was formed.

50 Years of the ArmTd Forces of the USSR also provides some historical

bacKUfround on these Councils. In this book it is stated that:

On the 13th of March, 1938, the Main (Glavnyy) Military Council
of tho Red Army was organized. It was attached to the Peoples Commis-
eanriat of Defense. It examined basic questions on organizing t]v? Red
Army and of strengthening the defense capability of the country. At
the sL'rip time, the Maln m4ilitary Council of the Uavy was formed.

In 1941, wit'!j the beginning of the war, the Main Military Counci'.?took

on the leadershi? of the Armed Porcen, but on the second day of the war, the

Stavka of the Pith Command w&s forxed which took over this function. Then,

after the par, they state:

In, February, 1946., the Hipher %'Vysshiy) Military Council, which
was at tached to the m`'nistry, was formed.,.

In Varch, 19ý0, suhsequent to the division of the Ministry cf
the Armed Forces, the Hirher (Vyssh:Ly) Military Council was created.
It was attachei to the Council of MWnisters of the USSR.* Wain
(Glevnyy) Militnry Councils were formed which were attached to tl.e
War and Nava.l Ministries. 3b

From this it would appear that there is a Higher (Vysnhiy) Military

Council at the Council of Minister' level, and Main (Gl~avnyy) Military

Cournils at the level of the Ministries cf War and Navy. Nothing is said

ftbout what happened whe the Ministries wero reunited into the Ministry

*Tn. thebookr, The Penkovskiy Papers, Penkovskiy described the workinpb of'
the "~,upreme Militnry Council of thp US.13R," which he p.nces "directly und"
the Presidium of the Central Committee of the CPS11." The Minister of DPf4
his Oenutie!1 nnd fiervice commanders Pre' "automnticnlly members of the
Council.." This nr indn a roo] deal ilke the lfipher Military Council
dercribed above, except that its subordination in not the snme. The wordi
"supreme" and "higcher" are both yyn~hiv in Ruscinn. It in possible Pen-,'
kovu!<iy was describing the subordxýpntion in practice, without kncwing th4
actual channel of control. -,
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of Defense in 1953. Presumably there is still a Main (Glavnyy) Military

Council attached to the Ministry of Defense.

Airny of the Soviets, by FrT,'ze Military Academy's General •ototskiy,

also mentions the creatibn of the "Higher Military Council" in 1946.37 V.I

Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces discusses the "Main Military Council."

The nost. important auestions of military policy are discussed
and decided coU'~cti'ely at Congresses of the Party and Plenums of
the IPentral Committee. Orrans of collective leader.€:hip are also
found directly in the Armed Forces in the Main (Glavnyy) Milita2y
Council, military councils of the services of the Armed Forces,
military districts, Proups of forces and fleets, Military councils
collectively examine and decide nil important auestions in the eaily
life rnd activity of the troops, 5b

From this it seems clear that today a Main Military Council exists at

the Ministry of Defense level. But what of the Supreme Military Cour.cil?

Does the vordinr above, which speaks of organs of collective leadersbip

also found directly in the Armed Forces, presume an organ &bove this level?

This may be the case.

Let us return briefly to the pre-war role of the Council. Durirg

World War I1, it was pointed out, the Main Military Council was replaced by

Stavka. Jccording to the authors of Milit-.r Strate:

The Vain Military Council also made reommendations in remcving
from armnments obsolete forms of m*,:litVa, eouipment and on meantres
for rokinr out new kinds of wenrons, esreci.ily in perfectinp, aviation
Pnd ermored eouirrnert rnd also rmans of comrunications, Decisicns
of thr I:ain Military Council were carried out by the People's Ccmmis-
saric.t of Defense and other People's Commisnariats. 3 9

At the end of the war, Stavka was abolished and in its place the "Higher

Military Council" (rennmed from the Main Military Council, which had existed

before tbe war) was restored in 1946, according to Yu.P. Petrov's 1968 book,
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The Structure of Political qrans. Party and Komsoo Ormo aniztions of the

40
Army and h!awv.

This refe•rence to Stavka, as the alter ego of the Higher Military Council,

is very important. In explaining the present-day structure of the Soviet

Armed Forces, the authors of The Officer's Guide state:

In correspondence with thes3e tasks, each service of the Arred Forces
is dcsitnated for waging military actions primarily in one definite
sphere -- on the Pround, at sea, or in the air, -- and accomplishes the
fulfillment of tasks under the leadership of the Conrander-in-Chief of
this service of the Aired Forces or directly of the Stavka of the Supreme
Commander. 41

Does this mean to imply that the Stavka of the Supreme Commander exists

now? Or will start to functi6n" the instant war commences? As has bi.en noted,

in World VLr II, Stavka was formed on the day after war started from the Main

Military Council. Stavkr. was then replaced after the war by the nigher

14ilitary Council.

In this connection, it is worth noting that Militsr Strategy hE.s a

section entitled "Possible Organs of Leadership of the Armed Forces cof the

Soviet Union irn Contemnorary Circunstances." All three editions

have stated.

The e;,,ire leadership of the ,-ountry and the Armed Forces in time
of w~r will be carriod out by the (>"ntral Comnittee of the Comr-unist
Party of the Soviet Union with the possible o-':anization of a hli.her
organ of leadership of the country nni the Ai--d Forces. This igiher
,i'•rn of ! adershin might be riven such pnwers as were given to the

lt+.- e Comrittee of D)efense in the period of the Great Patriotic War,

The direct leadership of the I.rmed Fo.,rcen in war, evidently,
just as be-fore, will be carried out I-, rhe Stav1.r of the Supreme High
Commnnd. Stavk# will represent a collogial organ of leadership under
the chairmanship of the unrerne Cormmander.
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As in the years of the Great Patriotic War, the basic organ
of the Stavka of the Supreme High Command will be the General Staff. 4 2

One phrase has been omitted in the 1968 edition of Military Strategy.

At the end of the first paragraph above, this follcwed: "Headed by the

First Secretary and Head of Government as Supreme Commander." At the time

of the earlier editionn of IMilitsry Sirateg these positions were cormbined

in the person of N.S. Khrushcheve Now these duties are divided between

L.I. Brezhmev and A.N. KoF.ygin.

Regardless of the exact composition of the STAVKA, the Higher Miilitary

Council or the L:lain Military Council, an organization such as one of these

must have th" major role in the formulation of doctrine, and determining

when shifts in doctrinal emphasis are to take place. This must be especially

true today, when the highest political-military body in the Soviet Urion has

the means at its immediate disposal to blanket a sizeable portion of the world

with therr.,onu1lear weapons.

b. The Role of the Military Councils o:7 the Services, Districts, and Fleets

In July 1950, in an effort to improvr.. the organization of -. e Armed Forces,

the Central Committee restored military councils. At present:

Military councils are fonnd in the services of thr Armned Forces,
In military dirtricts, fleets and several othrr links of the military
orpganism. Thr.y examine and decide all fundar:ental quertions of the
daily life and activity of the trooprs, and are responsible to the
Centrnl Cormittee, the rov,,rn, ent fnd the Ministry of refense for the
const!.nt combat readiness and ecmr.-t, cenabilily of the troops, tneir
training, t.nd education. Decisions of military councils are vnde by
m~ljority votce and put into prnctice by orders of the corresponding
comra nd ern 4

-1-63-
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After being restored the military councils still faced many

difficulties in getting underway. In April 1958, when Khrushchev was

busy restoring Party control to the Armed Forces, the Central Committee

of the Party raised the status of the 'military councils' to be the

'guiding orrgns of the Services;1 The Teembership of military councils

is approved by the Central Committee of the Cormunist Party. The council

was enlarged to include:

1. The Commander (Chairman)

2. Political Worker/Counci. Member

3. Secretary of the local Party coiittee

4. First Deputy Conraander

5. Chief of Staff

6. Other leading workers taking into account the character of the

troops

In August )958, when the Central Cummittee confirmed the makeup of the

military councils, local Party Secretar.es included such names as K.10. Mazurov,

V.P. ?Xzhavanadzet B.V. Podroryy, A.P. .irilenko, nnd others.4

Today these men are in the Politburo. Behind them are years of working

with the commanders in the military district of their area. Very often the

men they worked with have become top men in the Ministry of Defense.

The exact importance of the militrry councils still is not fully known.

They do bring togpther leading Party and military figures at various levels.

Whether or not they have responsibilities of a substnntive nature has not as

yet been disclosed in Soviet military writings.

t -w .-- " r- .'"
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c. The Role of ihe Military Science Administration of the General Staff

In the 1946-1c53 period, according to official Soviet writings such as

50 Years of the Arm.ed Forces of the USSR, military science studied the war

[ Ithat had just ended. Sections and derartnents were created in the central

t Iapparatus and in the staffs of operational formations which were to study

and generalize the experience of wars for the troops. With the end of the

war, reset.rch was enlarged. The sections and derartments became larger,

and in the General Staff, the 'Administration for Researching tho Exrerience

of Wars' was aui'mented and the military history section was made an adminis-

tration. History faculties were formed at the Frunze M-]itary Academy and

at the Academy of the General Staff.

By 1953, the General Staff, the Main Political Administration, the staffs

of the sezrices of the Arred Forces and service branches, and the military

academies had published a cnnsiderable body of material on the war.

With the death of Stalin, sirnificint changes rapidly took place. The

nmilitr.ry history administration was red iced to a section; the history depart-

ment of the .avy was reduced and that of the Air Force 'liquidated'.

Faculties at the Academics teaching the history of wars and military art

were abolished.

Next c•:mp the actions of the XY Patty Congress in 1q56. For example:

A new stage in the development of Soviet historical science rae
connected with thp imnortant decisions of the XX varty Congress. The
Conrzesa armed scientific workers vith powerful weapons apainst sub-
jectivis.m in history, which had a !•ogd effect on the results of the
activities of military historians. 4.

The introduction into the Soviet A:crmed Forces of the nuclear weapon gave

a new stimulus to the devel ipment of Soviet military science. According to

L official Soviet sources: -65-
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The order of the Ministry of Defense USSR on this question had
great imtortance for the broad unrolling, of military science work,
and also the rilitary science conference held in May, 1957, which
created favorable prerequisites for thp sharp improvement of military

science and scientific research work° 4 b

One of the most important conferences held by the Military Science

Administration was held 25 lay 1963, entitled: "The Essence and Content of

Soviet Military Doctrine." Opening the conference was General Colonel K.F.

Skorobogatkin, Chief of the Administration until April, 1970.

First to speax was General Major A.A. k'rokhorov. Prokhorov is cne of

the authors of Military Strategy, and in 19b6 he received a Frunze Prize.

Next was Colonel V.V. Larionov, composing editor and one of the authcre of

Military Straterz, also a 19bb Frunze Prize winner. The third speaKer was

Colonel V.N. Kulish. General Skorobogatkin noted that:

!Militar,ý science constitutes the military-technical basis cf
Soviet military doctrine. It reccnwends the most acceptable ways
and means of solving problems designated by the political leadership.47

Other speakers at this conference rhich represented the highest levels

of the defense-intellectual establishment were:

Prokhoro.-' A.A. Gen.raj. Kulish, VJ,. Colonel
Laric:nov, V.V. Colonel Goncharov, G.P. Colonel
Mochalov, V.V. Colonel Clazov, V.V. Colonel.
Denisenko, V.K. CoLccnel Nazarov, NI.V. Colonel
Ivanov, K.To Colonel Sternykh, Yaol. Colonel
Grylcv, A.N. Colonel Vaneyev, V.T. En,. Col.
Khrebtovskiy, 1.S. Colonel Arrunov, 1.1. Captain
Varezhnikov, P. Ye. Colonel Colushkevich, V.S. Cen.Lieut.
Mernov, V.F. Gen.Lt. Krainyukov, K.V. Gen. Lieut.

The Military Science Administration of the General Staff is respeorisible

for the military science findings from which military doctrine is developed.

Soviet military science can be divided into seven parts:
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- the general theory of military science;

- the theory of militAry art;

- the theory of training and education;

- military historical science;

- military administration;

- military geography;

- mi:litary technical science.4 8

Of cor .e the details of how research is carried out and how much work

cor.es under this Pdministration cannot be answered from the open press. The

topics of military science conferences held from time to time and reports

* published in the pý-ss about them would indicate that the Military Science

Administration plays a vital role in stimulatinR military theoretical

thinking, so vital for the waging of contemporary war.

d. The Roie of Military Schools

(1) The Feculties

In the Soviet Union a major "defen.;e-intellectual" task is performed

by the facuJlties of thr, scademies of the Soviet Armed Forces. Certain member

of these faculties, nlmost all of whom hold advanced degrees, are the Soviet

equivalents of Herrran Kahn, Thomas Schetling, Robert Strausz-Hu-ne and others.

Within th,- past ter years, thes3 facult;i members have published works of

major importance on military doctrine and strategy, which are indispensable

reading for anyone interested In understanding trends in Soviet weapcns

systems, Prms control and disarmament. (See chart 6) Specific books

prePred bv faculty members of Soviet military schools are shown in the
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section of this raper entitled "The Officer's Library.")

The work of the most senior o' ,.,e Soviet Service schools, the Academy

of the Ge *ral. Staff, is described as follows:

The Academy of the General Staff is a center for advanced military
science and conductor of the latest achievement of military theory.
It carries out major scientific research work in elaborating problems
of mcdern war and in successfully training highly qualified cadres. 4 9

Next in importance after the Acadeiny of the General Staff is the Frunze

Military Academy. Here, in the post-World War II years, considerable

attention was given to scipntific research on key military quostions. Text-

books, studies and other works were writtten and, equally important, the

number of advanced degree candidates and doctors were significantly increased.

The introduction of the nuclear rocket ireapon denandied intensive research in

all questions of military affairs.

In addition to the theoretical ,iues;tions oh doctrine, strategy and

tactics, much of the research work for the military-technical side of

military doctrine also is carried out in the vast network of Soviet

military schools. These schools, locat,'d throughout the Soviet Union,

generally are comiuanded by generals and admirals and enjoy a much hieher

prestige than do Service schools in the United States.

An article by Chief 1"arshal of Armored Forces P.A. Rotmistrov,

entitled "1.'ilitary Science and the Academies", was published in Red Star

on Anril 26, 1164. The M'arshal called i.ttention to the recent decree of

the Central Committee and the Council of M.iinisters on raising the scientific

research work in schools of higher learning, including military schools.

He noted the fact that the military academies have made major contributions

in developing military science anrd technology, but that more work needs to
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be done. At present, in his view:

There are many opinions on how a future war will be waged; But
some researchers express their views so categorically that it seems
their methods have £ilready been proven in war. Some views have already
lost their influence because of subsequent research and the further
imvelopment of armaments and equipment. Military art needs further
elaboration, especially concernirvg the beginning period of war. Final
strategic goals today can be achieved much faster. Not only does the
develornent of future weapons systhms need research but also military
theoretical research of major proportiohs on how these weapone should
be used.

'Old' types of weanons should neither be overevaluated nor under-
evaluated, or worst of all, ignored. These conventional weapons will
be around for some time*5

(2) The Students

Marshal Rotmistrov also edited a little book entitled For Those Who

Want to S-ud in 1i.Litary Schools and A.caderies. The authors advise6 those
who plan to take the entrance examinations to start preparing two or three

years ahead of time. Two to three thousand nours are needed to cover the

material. Thus, by spending no less than three houra a day studying, one

has the best chance to pass the exam. Preparation courses are usualJy

organized at officer's homes by the Military Sciences Societies for those

wishing to take the examinations.

For -;he correspondence courses, each student must plan 100-120 fours

a month or 1100 - 1200 a year. How is this to be done? First, the student

gets three days a month to study, givirg 30 hours. Thbose evenings when he

finishes wrork at 1600 ho-ars, he can study 5 hours, giving 60 hours a month.

The rest of the, time can come from regular working days, days off, anc va-

catior tine. If studying a foreign languages, 30 to 43 minutes a day is

essential. For instance, one can practice during the lunch hour with other

-70-
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students of that language. 5 1

There are Aists of schools in many books, magazines and in the military

newspapers. Details of entrance requirements are given. No complete list

seems available, however, a list believed fairly comprehensive, taken from

available unclassified sources, is given in appendix B.

The most important point to note is the sharp increace in Higher Mili-

tary Schools. In 1965 there were approxinrtely 55 such schools. By 19%7

this number had (rown to 75, and by 1971 over 100 such schools could be

identified - a doubling in six years. Many 3-year military schools have

been made 4-year higher military schools. (See chart 7 )

It can be seen that each military academy has a feeder s:ystem coming

from the higher military schools. For example, there are eignt, higher

tank schools which prepare officers who later might attend the Malincvskiy

Armored 'fr-oops Acadeny, and so forth.

The training, of the Soviet military students has been impressive. It

has been .iaid that Lenin told the soldiers to pin letters on their bE.cics so

that when they marched, they could also be learninz to read. But the success

of the revolution required making lenders of ordinary soldiers. A whole

network of' commrand courses, military schools, colleges and military a cademies

had to be set up. By the end of 1918, there were 63 militery educational

centers, by September 1919 -- 107, and by Idovember 1920 there were 153.

This produced the lower level of commander, but the Red Army needed

leaders. In 1918, on the base of the former Vikolayev Military Academy,

the Acadeny of the General Staff opened, which in 1925 was renamed the

Frunze Military Academy. The Artillery Academy of the Red Army soon began

-K:,-
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functioning, as did the Military Engineer, Military Medicine, and Military

Supply Academies# In 1919, the Military-Political Academy opened and the

Naval Academy. Higher Infantry, Aviation, Electrotechnical and Cavalry

Schools followed in rapid order.

In 1921-1.922 military reforms resulted in the schools being Jengthened

to 2 to 3 year courses. At that time there were 48 military schools, 8 air

force and 2 naval schools. At the higher level were 6 military academies,

4 higher ,chools and 5 military faculti-as at civilian schoolso

By 1932, six new military-technical academies were opened, due to the

increased specialization brought about by improved weaponry. Two new facul-

ties, naval and air, were created in 1952 at the MiAitary Political Academy.

Marxist-Lcninist teaching.s becam.e a reouired subject for commanders in 1932.

Gene::al Colonel L.M. Sandalov, in Perezhitoye, describes school life

which existed in the 'thirties. He writes:

In the summer of 193b, the Academy of the General Staff opened
in Moscow. Most of the students were colonels from 35 to 40 yea-rs of
age. 137 men were chosen, mostly from workers in the General Staff,
staf's of militpiry districts and chiefs of staff of units and teachers
at military academies. The majority were fromthe ground troops -

infantry, cavalry, artillery, tank and engineer units. But there
were also aviators and sailors. Most were graduates uf Frunze Ailitary
Academy.

We all understood quite well why the Academy of the General Staff
had been created. It was no secret to mnybody that fascist Germany
was creatin;g arred forces mnd developing military indiustry for r..ttacking
the Soviet Union. Foreseeinr the inevitability of an attack by fascist
Cermn;ny, the Central Committee and the Soviet government in 1936 took a
numbter or orrnnizational measures 'or strengthening the defense capa-
bili' of our state and increasizi the power of the Armed Forccs. At
thp same timn the new theory of Soviet military art -- deep attack and
defense operations, was developed. The founder of this theory by right
was V.K. Triandafillov.

The first five-year nlan made the IUSSR a powerful industrial 'power.

"The possibility was created for the fundempntal technical rearming of
the army. To-ether with the improved enuiprent clime" the demand to
improve the training of cadres. The operational fnculty at Frunze
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could no longer satisfy the demands of the growing army.

The General btaff Academy became the scientific center of the
Soviet Army. Many got materials from the General Staff on operational
questions.

Two or three days a week students worked absolutely alone, in
the libraries or in the laboratories of the Academy. Only half of all
studies were conducted in study groups composed of 12 to 15 students.
Each student took by turns the role of intelligence opeý _ions chief
of one or another service branch and finally the role of chief of staff
and commander of the army, Then the leader would tace the decision of
one of the students and continue from there.

OOperational pames were carried out well. The probable enemy in
our p'nmes was the Rrmy of fascist 1ermany. A clash with it was con-
sidered inevitable. However, we underestimated the speed of -rcwth
of its arries and firured it would not unlcash a war quite so scen.
Therefore thoy planned to be ready by the time war began and paid
little attention to defensive operations.

Often there were speeches by authoritative leaders of the kinistry
of Defense, the General Staff and the commanders of troops of the more
significant military districts.

Thn study of Marxist-Leninist theory and the practice of Party-
political work was constructed absolutely differently than in tle
other academies. Usually two or tqree times a month we had lpctures
on the internn-tional situation, on fulfilling the plan of the economy#
and cn imnortar.t decisions of the "entral Committee of the Party. Often
the lectures were read by highly qialified speakers of the Moscow Party
or even of the Central Committee. In turn students from the Academy
were sent to speak at factories near 'Moscow and in Moscow.

During 1936/37 the students oC the first class studied army and
fronial operations in the fra•mwor- of thr new theory of mil-Itary grt
and ly sprin!- they had occupied thmselves with basic operational a-nmes
S,: maps. Each playpd the role of *z-rmander of a front (army) then the
ru.±e of chief of staff of a front (army) or his deputy. During the
course of thpse games we in theory passed examinations in the theory
of o.erationnl art nd discovered 3ur ewn abilities.

In the summer of 1937 the students of the Academy spent somp

time in the navy. Hplf went to th,, B1altic, half to the Black Sea.
At the end of the summer the Academy went to the Ukraine. There the
final operational Mmes were conducted on the area with use of com-...-
nication means. Frontal and army dircction was formed from the r :.-
dents. We also took part in joint exercises with ground troops
aviation. 52
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Such was the life of an Academy student before the war.

By 1941 there were 16 military academies and ten special military

faculties at civilian schools. There were also evening classes and corres-

pondence courses at each acaderry. In addition, there were 63 ground force

schools, 32 flying and aviation-technical schools, and 14 naval schools.

By 1971 this number had increased 'to 17 milits-ry academies and over

100 "higher military schools". There are, in addition, some thirty-odd

other military schools, such as the "Pushkin Mlilitary Building-Technical

School" which offers a three year course and graduates its students as

"Technical Lie ltenants ." Entrarke to all schools is by competetive examina-

tion. Soviet newspapers in 19b7 asserted that there were five, and some-

times more, candidates competing for each vacancy in the military schools.

Ages for -he schools varies, with some (round Forces schools taking yours

from 17 to 23 years of age, with an upper limit of 21 years of age fcr most

aviation itnd raval schools. Academies take officers from ages 26 to 36.

(These schools are listed in Appendix B )

lMny civilian universities also have military faculties, which *train

officers for the reserve. Liany of tVese reserve officers subsequently are

called up for active duty (about ITl of junior officers on active duty are

from the reserves).

Any observant visitor to the Soviet Union will note the considerable

numbers of officers attending military schools. They are seen everywhere -

Leningrad, Lvov, Tbilisi, 11ovosibirsk, Sanmarkand - in virtuslly any large

city in the USSR. A sampling of books, pamphlets, brochures and newspapers,

available in Soviet military bookstores, discloses the large body of writing
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published by their faculties. The professors and instructors have the

task not only of assisting in the formulaticn of military doctrine, but

also in its dissemination.

e* The Role of the Graduate School

IX41itary colleges in the United States, including the National War

College, are not accredited to offer grduate degrees. In the Soviet Union,

on the other hand, institutions such as the General Staff Academy and the

Lenin Militpry-Political Academy may award graduate degrees of both

"%andidatce and "doctor". Much greater attention is given to the holder

of the graduate degree than in the United States.

There is no exact counterpart ir the United States to the "candidate"

and "doctor " degrees awarded in th; Soviet Union. The Icandidate" degree

requirements appear to be much more stringent than are the requirements for

the "master" degree awarded in United States universities. The degree

of "' loctor" is awarded only after the "c:andidate" already has made some

subrtantial con'tribntion tt. his field.

Profeosor and General of th% ArmN I. A. Kurochkin, in his 19b9 book,

The Blhses of ket__,ds of M!ilitv.rX-8cirnce Research, explains the dissertation

portion of the Soviet degr.•e reouiremer.*s, as follows:

Disc-rtation -- a scientific 'ork, prroented for public defense
for 1"Ae purpose of receivinr a science deg.ree. In the U,'SP, a. is
known, there anrc two science de,;wre- : cindidate of scinance and
docto. of science. Correspondinr ris.sertation vorks have also been
established- a cand.drPte's and a icctnr's.

Since p.rsons awarded a science dep-ree by the government have
definite riht.; and priviJerv (the. rw-ht to occupy a position in
an institute of hi,-her larni-,;. or scientific re.-earch establishment,
privileges in a material rr-..tionship and so forth), then the order
of seeking science dcreoe ir regulatcr, in detail by corresponding
regulation=. The basic demandn for dissertations in general were
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given in the Instructions on the Order of Awarding Science Degrees
and Givin', Science Titles, which was confirmed by the H.gher A=.tes-
tation Commission, 23 September, J9bb. In view of the importance
of these demands, it ts useful to give them in full.

A dissertation fcr those seeking the science degree of doctor
of science must be indipendent research work, consisting of theore-
tical reneralization ant solution of a major scientific problem
which represents an important contribution to scionce and practice.

A dissertation for those seeking the science degree of candi-
date of science must contain new ,;nientific and practical conclu-
sion:a and recommendations, disclose in the seeker the ability for
indeiendent scientific research, deep theoretical knowledge in the
area of the piven discipline.

Thus, the candidate's dissertation as one of the kinds of tiilitary
science works has an its purpose domonstrnting the ability of the
author for indprendent scientific research work nnd receiving new
scientific results on the theme researched. The doctor's disser-
tation h),s as its purpooe the receiving of a new, major achievevent
in military science.

The volune of a candidate's dissertation on an operational.-
tact:,cal thene, as practice hrs shvhwn, has from 150 to '50 ra, ea;,
and on a. milimr,- hictorical thone, from 220 to 300 pares. The
volu'e of a doctor's di: .- erstaticn is roughly three times K.-cater
than a candidate'a disnertation.55

At the present time, accordirit to 8oviet cources, their are more than

500 doctors of science and more than 70)0 crndidaten of science in the Soviet

Armed Forc:es.54

The Lonin I :1itiary-Politics1 Acadery publishes the name of the student,

the topic of the dissertation end thV- time for its defense. From this we

know somelhini7 of the bIck.i-round of mr , of the Soriet military theoreticians

such as Colonels Ye. I. Rybkin, S. I. Krupr:ov, I. A. Grudinin and V.Y. lCnclarenkc

(See apprPrdix C). We knee, somrwhat le.ns about the degrees awarded by the

Academy of the General Stoff. We do know, however, that they have the same
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prestige as degrees awarded by the University of M'oscow, the Lenin I.ilitsry-

Political Academy or any other institution of higher learning in the Soviet

Union.

As noted elsewhere in this study, those in the United States who are

regarded as military theorists and ztrategists are, with very few exceptions,

rrp.d.ates of civilian universities. Even those few men in uniform who have

written on military strategy or doctrine have, al.most vithout exception,

received higiher derpees from civilian institutions. The Kahns, Schellings,

.oters ard Kissin•e-s - all civilian - find their nearest counterparts in

the Soviet. Union nirong %the graduates and on the faculty of higher school

system of the Soviet Armed Yorces.

B•oth facult.y my.,.brs and g:aduatc. :otudents of Soviet military schools

make direc:t cont-rilutions to the formulation of miii', -ry doctrine through

their re3earch in nilitary science. Equally important, the higher military

schools provide an opportunity for disseminating the doctrine to the senior

com.mand ard staff element of t-11 Servic.s.

f. The Role of Military Science Socir.t:.es (V';O)

The r*rc.nt attenticn in the Soviet Union riven to military doctrine,

military ctratcry and military science .s reflected in the Soviet "Military

Science Sciciety". Thr-se rscipties h,-ve been formed in all officer"' clubs,

or "homes" as they- are called in the Soviet Union.

One cf th- lIrge,(r prouTIs of the ':, is found in' the CentrAl H{oMF of

the Soviet Army (TsDCA) in Moscow. In February, 1q57. 122 officer .
-
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mainly from the military academies and from central administrations of

the Vinistry of Defense, established the Military Science Society of

the TsDSA. Ten years later in 1967, there were 565 members of which

180 were generals and admirals. 85.5 per cent had higher military

education. Five were doctors of science and 71 were candidates of science.

Two had won rovernmEnt prizes. 86 per cent were Communist Party members.

From 1957 to 19t 7 , 1,6PO works had been produced by the Society of which

177 were tooks. 55

Another ,.ctive VNO is that of the Academy of the General Staff. Also

founded in 1957, this VUO directs its efforts toward urring its memrbcrs to

do scientific res',ar,.h w, -k and to perfect hrbits in research in the area

of military theory. The staff of the VJIO consider that the followins" areas

of scientific work have been most fruitful: 1) examining actual questions

of military thpory; 2) givir nformati're speeches and short reports on

new developrents in milivary theory and military equipment; 3) preparing

articles for publicetion; 4) preparing and taking candidates's examinations

and workinq over dissertations; and 5) organizing military-theoreticsl con-

ferences. As already noted, prepar&.tion courses for those wishing tc take

entrance exb inatiors for nilitary schools are orranitded by the VNC~s of

officer's homes.

Thro•,ghout the Soviet Union variouE: authors under the auspices cf the

VNO publish lecturer at cluba, factorie., and otner groups. Theoretical

conferences are regaularlv h.-Id by the Sc.ciety. Articles published t., the

TsDSA in M.oscow, for example. are sent to all military districtri, flcets
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and groups where they form the basis for further discussions on military

matters.

The following cities have garrisons which have VNOs consisting of

80 to 120 mer,.bers eacit:

Lvov Tbilisi Khmelnitskiy Tashkent
Odessa Pskov Moscow Chita
Leningrnd Txrogohvych UThporod Vinnitsa
Minsk Kalinin Krasnojarsk Tomsk
Rostov Tallinn Krasnodar Parnau].
Riga Kishinpv Svprdlovsk Kharkov
Bres t Stavropol Perm Saratov
Simferople Volgograd Irkutsk C mel
Grudno Rovno Novosibirsk Lugansk
Kursk Chernovitsy Khabarovsk

NOTE: Military science .- cioties are not to be confused with the "2naniye"

("Knowledge") societies. "Znaniye" soc:..eties are civilian sponsored and

run, though they might have military merl, rs and might have lectures on

military themes.
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PART D. Dissemination of Soviet Military Doctrine

l. The Role of the "Officer's Library"

For the period from the mid-sixties to the first half of 1971 the

Soviet "Offiners' Library" series of books is a unicue collection of the

best and most authoritative works of current Soviet military writing.

According to the announcement made in December, 1964 by Voyenisdat, the

Military P•ublishing House of the Minist:ry of Defense, this series was to

have consisted of seventeen volumes. Four of the books published thus

far have teen nominated for the Frunve .9rize.

The Turpose of the series is "to a'.-m the reader with P kaowledge of

the fundarnntal chnnges which have taken place in recent years in military

affairso" Authors of these books are on' the faculties of the Academy of the

General Stiff, The Frunze Military AcP.d~my and The Lenin Military-Political

Academy. Others serve in the various administrations of the Ministry of

Defense. The key points of S-'- t doetzine and stratery remain the same

regardless of where the book was writte:n. •ach academy or edministration

handles t~e topic that is wi thin its co:-petency.

Of ttese books, Tnctics and Mllitn 7y Strnteppy have been completely

translated intn ,nr.•lish. Severa] other.) have been published in Part, s,,ch as

the }fintor of ,,ilitary Art rnnd the Nictionarv of ,thsic Military Torirs.

Voyerivfeat described the publicahi)n of the first books as follows:

From the works on a military-oclitical theme, first of al), must
be mentioned the book V.I. L,.nin: On War. the t.rryv anrd !<ili' ry .i-
once. Col.tpctpd in it are the rtcs,eche, letters
and te ,hramn of V.I. Lenin in vYhi.h.h is found further development of
Mn.¶rxirt teaching-s on war and the Ft,.V; the theory and tictics of the
Coirnurint Y'arty are elabor•t.ed on questions of war, peace and the ro-
volution; the formulation of the idea of the defense of the Socialist
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Fathcrland, the bases of Soviet military science are given and the
principles of structuring the Soviet Armed Forces are determined and
the training and educating of our soldiers.

In the work ilarxism-IL.ninism on War and the Army written 1v an
authors' collective of the Lenin :ilitary-Pelitical Academy, a . ste-
matic exposition of ., arxist-Leninist teaching.s on war and the army,
the essence, character and types os wars, the social nature and signi-
ficance of the arry, the bases of military might of a state and its
armed forces, the laws determining the course and outcome of a war
are friven and analyzed. The role of the s6cialist camp in averting a
world thermonuclear war is characterized and.also examined are other
military-pclitical and military-philosorhical ýroblems. The methodo-
logical bases of Soviet mi-litary science are pointed out ane a criti-
cism of anti-Marxist theories on military questions is given.

Both books belong in the 'Officer's Library' which will begin
publication in 1965. The purpose of the 'Library' is to give the
officer ca.dres cC the army and navy works which would hel. them be-
come acosainted with the essence cf Larxist-Leninist teachinr,-s on war
and the army, and would arm the render wi th a know]edge of the funda-
mental changes which have taken place in recent years in military af-
fsirs and in the exnerierco of party-political work. In the 'LIbrary'
ther, will bp work- in strategy, t-.ctics, military doctrine, military
peda-ogpics an4 psychology, and refercnce books necessary for officers.

REach year eipht volunes will be published; in all there will be seven-
teen bocks. 5 6

"To urm the reader with a knowledge of the fundamental chanpes rhich

have taken rlace in recent years in militsry affairs" - this is the tasted

message of the 'Officer's Library'. Great attention is paid to the

revolution in military affairs, which is concerned primarily with the

introduct--on of the nuclear weapon intc the Soviet Armed Forces.

Conipositinn of the 'Officer's Library'

4 Voyenizdat g.ave more details of publicatidn of thr 'Officer's Liibrary'

early in 1965. It was to be issued over a three-year pericd (1965-1967)

and, as already noted, it was to consist of seventeen volumes. Eight were

to be published in 1965. The publication schedule in actuality was never
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followed. Two books have failed to appear altogether: Military Doctrine

(announced several places for 1966 publication) and Technical Progress and

the Rcvolution in Mlilitnry Affairs (promised for 1967.) Other books have

been substituted. One book, 50 Yenrs of the Armed Forces of the USSR, was

planned to have been included in the "Officer's Library" series. However,

it was not.identified as a part of the series when it appeared in 1968.

The first three voluires actually printed constitute the collected works

of V.I. Lenin, I..I. Kalinin, and M.V. Frunze. The fourth book in the series,

Marxism-Lr ninism on W-..r and the Army, was written by a collective of authors

of the deplartment of HTrxist-Jeninist Philouophy of the Lenin Military-

Political Academy. (Generai Major Y.Ya. Sushko was the head of this depart-

ment.) This book was nominated for the Frunze Prize in 1966. The fifth

book, also from the Lenin IMilitLry-Political Academy, was written by a

collectivc, of authors of the department of Party-Political Work, headed by

General Lieutenant A.Ye. Khmel', and waF entitled Party-Political Wozk in

the :;oviet Armnd Forces.

The siyth volume was a joint effort by the Lenin 1.ilitary-Political

Academy ard Frunze 1'ilitary Academy entitled .he History of Miitnry Art.

Colorel A.A. Strckov, professor, Doctor of Historical Sciences, was the

editor. Colonel Strokov is now Deputy Chief of the Militnry History

Institute of the Ministry of Defense.

.ili:try' D)octrine, the book announced in seventh place, has not yet

been published.

lilitry rtratrry, the eighth book of the series, was written under
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the guidance of Marshal of the Soviet Union V.D. Sokolovskiy, who from

1952 to 196n was Chief of the General Staff. This was the third edition

of this w '.,known work. The authors are almost the same for all three

editions. Several of them are known to work in the Military Science

Adminini!tration of the General Staff. General .Colonel A.I. Gastilovich,

noted as author of the seventh chapter, was Deputy Commandant of the

General Staff Academy before his retirement. Gastilovich, it might also

be pointed out, in World War II was the commander of the army for which

General Major L.I. Brezhnev was a pojitical officer. The war-time friend-

ships of .ne 'Stalingrad Front and of St'avka played a large role, according

to some aralysts, in the post-war political scene. It is a point worth

considerirg, at least, in connection with this book.

'I Tactic:: -- the ninth book, was written by a collective of authois from

the Frunze Military Academy, headed by General Major V.G. Rezr.jAchenkct, a

Doctor of Military Sciences. Reznichenko became hepd of the Tactics Depart-

ment at Fiun7ze. Both Military Stratey and Tactic, were nominated for the

1969 Frun2e Prize.

The 10th book, Tpchnical Prorress and the Revolution in Militarj Affairs

is so far unpublished.
SMilltary PsycholoE, number eleven, was edited by Colonel M.I. I'yachentco

of the Lenin 'Military-Political Academy, Colonel D'yachenko later received

the first Doctor of Psychological Sciences degree given by the Acadery.

Milit~ry Pedaiorics, number twelve, also came from the Lenin Military-

Political Academy. It was edited by Lt. Colonel A.V. Barabonshchikov, si:ce

1968 a Doctor of Pedagogical Sci•,ces. Both men are in the Department of
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Military Pedagogics and Psychology at the Academy.

Number thirteen, The Bases of' Soviet 11ilitary Iaw, was under the

editorship of General Lieutenant of Justice A.G. Gorniy, with Professor

General Yjajor of Justice I.F. Pobezhimov heading the authors' collective.

The authors rre on the M',litary-Juridical Faculty of the Lenin Military-

Political Academy.

The (Clrani ration and Armaments of the Armies and Navies of Capitalist

Countries is fourteenth in the series. The NATO Armed Forces are analyzed

in detail.

The J)ictlionary of Pa.ic Military e2rýt, number fifteen, stated that it

was written by the prof9ssorial staff of the Academy of the General Staff,

with General "h)nel A.I. Radziyevskiy writing the foreword. Editors were

.General Lieutenants S.N. Krasil'nikov aa, A.Ye. Yakovlev.

The sixteenth volume is entitled Cfficer's Guide for (;uarterma.sters,

which appears to have been substituted for the Officer's Guide ori.irally

announced. With the publication three years litter of the Officer's Cuide,

this Offic:er's Guide for Ouarterrwsters becomes a bonus booK. The latter

was edited by General Lieutenant (retired) I.V. Safronov.

The sevcnteeth book of the original plan -- 50 xesrs of the Ari,,d Forces

of the US!R, -- was published in 1968, but not o.s a part of the 'Officer's

Library' u:eiies. The Commission for the book was headed by !"arshal of the

Soviet Union 1..V. Zakharov, Chief of the General Staff. The authors' collec-

tive was headed by General Colonel K.F. Skorobot:ttkin, noted earlier as the

Chief of M1ilitary Science Administration of the General Staff at that time.
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Many other authors and contributors are mentioned repre•senting the whole

Ministry of Defense. It won the 1970 Frunze Prize.

In the second week of March, 1971, scarcely three weeks before the

opening of the XXIV Party Congress, yet another book in the familiar blue

color of the 'Officer's Library' series was found in IMoscow. The appearance

of the new book, entitled The Officer's'Guide, came as a surprise. It was

the first work published in the series since 1968.

The book contained much useful data, and in some respects yovidei an

excellent sumira.y of what had appeared -*n previous works of the 'Officer's

Library' series. For example, one dhapter of the boot- is entitled "'Yarxist-

Leninist's ,,¶ilitary Theory". In a few pages this chapter sums up the key

points cortained in two other books pub.lished in the series, ijlitar Stratecy

and The istory of MTilit.rv Art. In addition to those two boo•ks being listed

as recommended for additional rending at the end of the chapter, two other

works alsc are piven, t)r 1968 edition of i'arxism-ljeninism on War and the

Army and I.ethodolorical Problems of , tilt-•zv Theory and Practice.

The Cfficer's Guide, despite its plebian title, is of especial importance

to the student of Soviet military doctrine. One small section in the book,

consiatinp of seven pages, is a restatenent of what has been written over

the past decade on this subject. Appearinr on the very eve of the XXIV

Party Conpress it must reflect those decisions made during the preceding

months, nnd which were to l.e 'rubbei -stnmped' at the Congress. In addition,

the recomrrended reading list given at the end of each chapter gives those

books which the Party-political authorities must consider as basic texts in
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their respective fields. It is hoped that ths other announced books

will soon join the 'Officer's Library'.

r To sum up, six books --f the 'Officer's Libr.:ry' series were written by

the Lenin f,1ilitary-Folitical Academy: I) Marxism-Leninism on War and the

EMAr; 2) Party-Political Work in the Soviet Arred Forces; 3) MilitarX

'sychoioy.; 4) MAilitary Pedaroprics; 5) The Pases of Sovie litarv lA w

and b) The Officer's Guide.

One was written by Frunze A,1ilitary Academy: Tactics.

One was written jointly by Frunze and the Lenin hlilitary-PoL t`o'al

Academy: The History of iilitrtry Art.

One v~as written by the !Academy of the General Staff: The Dicti:nary

of Basic nIilitnry Terms.

One vas written by the Academy of the General Staff and the Military

Science Acministration: tlilitary Stratliy.

One was written by The Military Science Administration: 50 Yea s of

thp Arraed Forces of the USSR.

Five are of varied nuthurnhip: three are collectod zorks, and three

are refercnce books.

(The chart, "The Officer's Library" shows the ,,ear of publicaticn, the

number of copies printed, the price, the rumber of jages, and printing

dates.)

1laierer slov: an( indefinite the 'Officer's bib. .' series has been,
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the writings have proven invaluable to those interested in Soviet military

matters. The acceptance of the books by the FarV-military Jeadership

is attested by the number nominated for the Frunze Prize, as well as by

the appearance of the Officer's Guide in 1971, which lists the other books

in the series as recommended reaiding.

For some reason or other, the 1968 edition of Military Strategy,

pul'lished in the 'Officer's Library' aeries, was hailed in the United

States as a controversial work. Perhaps the reason was its reiteration

of Khrushc:hev's military doctrine with its emphasis on nuclear weaportry,

In 19b8 a popular view in the United States ras that the Soviet Union

would not seriouql:j chal.lenge the lead of the United States in its quality

of interccntinential ballistic missiles. The growth of the Soviet strategic

missile force by J971 clearly reflected the doctrine and strategy so clearly

presented in Pll three editions of marshal .okolovsky's famed work.

The 'Officer's Library' series serres as a basis of study for the com-

pulsory political indoctrination course:n which all officers must attend.

h'ifty hou's a year are given to Marxist-Leninist training. Seminars last-

ing four ,,o nix hours are held eve-y two to three months. Preparation for

these houis must be done independently from rrepared lists of reco"'inded

books.

The c.entral theme of all Looks of the 'Officer's Library' series is

the revolution in military affairs. Tho introduction of the nuclear rocket

weapon into all the five services of thp Soviet Armed Forces, along %ith

the 'cybernetics revolution' caused a complete revolution in the ways in
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which future wars will be fought. Every officer and every soldier must

know how to fight in conditions of the use or threatened use of the

nuclear rocket weapon. The 'Library' books were primarily written to

help the Soviet officer understand the effect of the revolution in military

affnirs on Soviet military thought&

41
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Historical note:

The 'Officer's Library' series published in 1965-b7 was not the first

time this series hqs appeared,. In 1957-59 15 books (18 volumes) wero

issued under the same title, the 'Officer's Library'. The following titles

were tAken from the original announcement:

1. V.T. Lenin. On War, the Arm and Military Science

2. F. Enrels. Selected Military Works

3. Marxism-Leninism on War and the Army.

4. M.I. Kalinin. On Communist und ',ilitar Education

5. The Civil War and Foreirn M1ilitary Intervention in the USSR

b. A Short Outline on the History of the Great Patriotic War and World War II

7. The Officer's Compnrion

8. The Air Forces

9. The N'"

10. National PVO Troops (Air Defense)

11. The Physical Tkasis nf Nuclear and Thermonuclear Weapons, the Basis of
Their Use hnd iProtoc1;ion From Them

12, Rocket "1eanons

13. Radio ,•nd R•adio joqtqr ".'-cuwipn-nt and Its Use

14. Guide to the Arrrd Forces of .Imrerizttist States

15. AtIns of the World

Such were the plans in 1957. But in 19hO only eight had been printed:

the book on Lenin, on Engels, on Marxism-Leninism; the book on the Air Forces,
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the Navy9, Rocket Weapons, and radios and radar equipment. The Second

World War- 1939-194_ had not even been on the original list. The rest

apparently never were printed at least by 1960.

2. The Role of the Frunze Prize

Those in the United States and elsewhere who follow Soviet Eilitary

affairs have a problem in determining what the Soviets themselves consider

significarnt and worthwhile among their military writings. This problem

has been somewhat simplified since March 2b, 1965, at which time the

Council of Ministers of the USSR approved the annual awarding of the

"Frunze It.ize" for the writirns of "excellent military or military historical

works."

For e. book to win this prize, or even to be nominated for it, means that

the Ministry of D\-fe..se, as well as the Communist Party, places high value

on the work. At times the prize will &) to a group of authors for mn.king

specific contributions, without mentioning the title of their publication.

The very mention of an author suggests his high standing and the attention

given to his views.

Booker nominated for the Frunze Pri:.e represent a wide spectrum of

interests. The Academy of the General S;taff, the Frunze Military Academy,

the Lenin ,11ilita-y-Polltical Academy an,! the Gagarin Air Force Academy

all have Tprod,,ced books which have recelved nominations. The subjects are

varied, ard h~vP included titles such as Militr, V. I. Lenin and

the Soviet Arned Forcers, Party-Political Work in the Soviet Armed Forces

in the Years of the Great Patriotic War, and Tactics,
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In March, 1966, the first Frunze Prize winners were announced.

Interestingly, authors were mentioned, with little attention given to

what they had produced. The top winners were: -7

Gen. Col. K.F. Skorobogatiin Chief, Military Science Admin.,General Staff
Gen. •Iaj. A.N. Strogiy Military Science Administration
Gen. Maj. A.A. Prokhorov Military Science Administration
Colonel V.V. Glazov
Colonel V.K. Denisenko Military Science Administration
Colonel N.M. Korzhov
Colonel N.I. Kratinsky
Colonel V.V. Iarionov Candidate of Military Sciences
Colonel S.V. Lralyanchikov
Capt. Ist Rank Ye.N. Mamayev
Colonel (res.) A.S. Pekin

In addition, Marxism-Leninism on WRr and the Army (4th edition), one

of the books of the 'Officer's Library' series, won gold watches for its

editors:

Gen. Maj. N. Ya. Sushko Head Marxist-Leninist Phil.Dept. ienin
M-P Academy

Colonel S.A. Tyushkevich Doctor of Philosophical Sciences
Colonel B.A. Belyy Docent
.Wior D.A. Volkoonov Candidate of Philoriophical Sciences
Colonel Ya. S. Dzyuba Doctor of Philosophical Sciences
Gen. Maj. S.R. YKozlov Candidate of Military Sciences
Carat, Ist Rank V.1. Kulakov Doctor of Historical Sciences, Professor
Colonel Ye.V.',edvedev Cradidate of Philosophical Sciences, Docent
Colonel K.V. Spirov Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Docent
Colonel Ye. F. Sulimov Doctor of Philosophical Sciences, Head Dept.

Scio:nce3 Corn
Colonel Ye. A. Khomenko Candidate of Philosophical Sciences, Docent

A gold watch for researching and w)rking out several problems of mili-

tary theory was awarded to:

Gen. Maj. Engineer Technical Service I.I. Anureyev General Staff Academy
Voctor of Military Sciences, llead.Dept.,9rof.
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Last to be given were the certificates which went to:

Cen. Col. I.S. Glebov General Staff Academy
Gen. Yaj. P.K. Alcukhov General Staff Academy
Gen. M.¶aj. B.M. Goiovchiner
Cen. Yin j. V.I. Vol'khin General Staff Academy
Gen. ?,,nj. L.J. Krylov
Gen. M~aj. B.C. Plashchin Candidate of Military Sciences, DocentG/S Aci
Gen. 4aj. P.G. Yanovsky
Gen, Muaj. D.K. Slenenkov
Colonel S.F. Begunov

for writing valuable textbooks.

In 1967, the Frun7e Prize went to a group of authors representing the
Frunze Military Academy "for working oup the theoretical basis of combined

arms battle." ho name was given for their work. The authors were: 58

General of the Army P.A. Kurochkin Commandant, Frunze Military Acad.
Cen. Lieut. V. Ya. Petrenko Candidate Military Sciences, Docert
Gen. Maj. R.G. Simonyan Doctor of Military Sciences
Colonel P.V. Galochkin
Colonel L.m.].',Druzhinin
Colcnel D.M. Llilyutenkov Candidate of ,ilitary Sciences
Colonel N.F. 1,4iroshnichenko Candidate of NtiLitary 6ciences
Colonel 1P.10. Fetrus
Colonel A.A. Sidorenko Candidate of Military Sciences
Colonel P.V. Shemansky Candidate of Military Sciences

Valuable prizes were also given to a group of authors for their work:

Gen. Maaj. D.I. Osadchiy
Enp. Colonel G.I. Wl'in
Cen. ,1aj. N.S. Vasendin
Major I.P. Terekhov
Lt. Colonsl K.A. Alekseyevskiy
Cen. Lieut. Artillery S.A. Torkunov head Dept.Dzerzhinsky hil.-Eng.Acad.
Colonel A.M. Umanskiy
Colonel A.'. Corbunov
Colonel 1T.H. Kuznetsov
Colonel A.I. Kuz'min
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A work on milita-y art won honorable mention:

Cen. Lieut. P V. Sýepshin Chief of Staff, north Caucasus Military Dis.
Gen. Maj. M.G. Titcv
Colonel U.G. Ganotskiy
Colonel I.M. Bershadskiy

For a work valuable to the development of military science, honorable

mention went to:

Gen. Col. 1.I.I. Povaliy Deputy Chief of the General Staff

and a gToup of authors from the General Staff Academy.

Marshal of the Soviet Union M.V. Zkharov, Chief of the General Staff

chaired the commission in 1967 while Chief Marshal of Armored Troops P.A.

Rotmistrov served as his deputy.

Three books were nominated for the Frunze Prize in late 1967. They were:

1. The Thsnko-Kishinev Cannas, 'tauka' 1964

2. Eudaprst - Vienna - Prapue, 'INauk' 1965

3. _inale, 'NaulJ' lcbb 59

However when the prizes were awarded in 1968, the prize went to V.T.

Lenin mnd the :Doviet Armed Forces, wriv;en by the Lenin Military-Political

60
Academy. Its authors were:

Gen. Col. A.S. Zheltov Comrxcind•nt, Lenin 14-k Academy
Gen. .aj. A.A. ,itrokov Doctor Historical Sciences, Dep. Ch.,

Mil. Hist. Inst.
Colonel N.R. Ppnkratov Crndidate of Historical Sciences
Colonel V.A. Ustimenko Cnnd'dnte of Historical Sciences
Colonel Yu.I. Korablev
Colonel S.V. Baranov
Colonel A.A. Babakov
Colonel P.S. Smirnov
Colonel A.M. Iovlev
Colonel M.V. Vetrov Dept@ Scientific Communism, Lenin M-P Acad.
Colonel A.D. Kiselev
Colonel V.4. Matsulenxo Doctor of Historical Sciences, Editor

( ;Mili':ary History Journal
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A number of other authors contributed to Soviet military science and

received honorable mention:

Mlars-al of the Soviet Union I. Kh. Bagramyan Was Commander, Rear Services
General of the Arny V.F. Margelov Conmander, Airborne Troops
Gen. Col. F.M. Malykhin Ist Dep., Rear Services
Gen. Alaj. P. F. Pavlenko
Gen. MhAj. I.X. Golushko Doctor Military Sciences, Rear Services Acad.
Colonel F.I. Patyk
Colonel V.Yo. Kondrashev
Colonel V.A. Feklin
Colonel ].U. Cihaban
Colonel A.A. Bykov
Colonel V.A. Bulatnikov
Colonel Ya. P. Samoylenko
Colonel (res.) N.3. Sorokin

In lnte December, 1968, five books were nomiinated for the 1969 irunze

Prize. They were: 6 1

1. 1)0 Years of the Armed Forces of the USSR and 50 Years Sovie-" Armed
.Forces, 'Voyrnizdat', 1967-1963. Gen.Col. K.F.Skorobogatkins
K.V. Xrayrzyukov

2. flilitary Strate•v, 'Voyenizdat', 1968, Mýarshal of the Soviet Union
V.D. Sokolovsky

3. "'actic", 'Vo" enizdat' 1966. G-.neral Major V.G. Reznichenko
4. Jht Order of Innin Aeninu, rad Military District, 'Leniz-,at', 1968

Ceneral Colonel A.m. P'arsbikov
5. ¶Thel listor of thn P-ltic Military District, 'Za Rodinu' Publishers,

"..968, General of the Army G.I. Khetag-urov

) ' t.r/tr ind Tactic__ were both part of the 'Officer's Library'

series. ý'hl, Frunze Prizes for 1969 were never announced.

Two books were nominated in late 1969 for the 1970 1runze Prize. They

were :62

1. The Soviet Air Forces in the Great Patriotic War, 'Voyenizdat',
1968, niarshal of Aviation S.I. Rudenko

2. Pvinticn And Contonauticn, 'Voyenizdat', 1968, Varshsl of Aviation
S. A. Krasovwkiy
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Red Star for 8 March 1970 announced that 17 1Pebruary 1970 at the

meetinr of the comnission, +!-. book, 50 Years of the Armed Forces USSR

had been awarded the -etnze Prize fo 1970.63

On 28 Nov;hmber, 1970, Red Star published the names o5e the books

nominated for the 1971 Frunze Prize. They were as followsN64

1. tv-Politir.-l Work in the Soipt Armed Forces in thp Years of
the ,Grcat llptriotic Vr, Voyenizdat', 1968, Gen. Col. K.V.Yraynyukov

?, Ki-v R.,d P-.nr.ne. 'Kiev', 3(6q, Gen* Lt. B.A. Soloveykin", 1!U chp,.'•ic-l }robq'ms of "ilitaryv Theory, nnd Practice, 'Voyenizdat',
1Iý,9,C-.,-,. Col. A.S'. Zhu:lt•ov

. _Ie.•_q,-:,m, 'Voyenizdat', 1,70, i'rot'kin, 1.V. Gen,•aJ.;
o . - himens' iy and F.D. Vorob'yev

Regrettably, t)- :.-ize winner for 1971 was never published.

As al.rady mentioned, announcemei,. :i of the Frunze awards were

drastical:.y curtailed beginning in 19b9. This curtailment may have been

a result of the Soviet fetish for secrecy. They may have felt that en

announcement of the prize gave away too much information - even thoul;h

the prize ray have gone to a history of some second world war battle,

"Thp books which are known to have •ither received the Frunze Prize or

been nominated for it have been outstnnding publicaticnso The authors

mentioned by the Frunze Commission rene2:ally are well-known for the erticles

they have had published in military join-hals or in Rjed Stjr. Most readers

would agree with the Frunze Pri ze Comninsion, both in regard to books

nominated and authors mentioned.
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3. The Role o£ Communist of the Armed Forces

Every fortnight, the Main Political Administration publishes its journal,'U
Commmist of the Armed Forces. The magazine has a "Political Studies" section

devoted to the current study theme being taught at the compulsory political

lectures # tne troops. Bat even more important are tne lectures for officers

who must also devote so many hours a year to politicaL studies.

These lectures a always footnoted to the effect that they are for

officers, admirals and generals studying various theoretical themes. It has

been from this section and these authors that the mzxst sigificant articlas

of the past ten years have come. Among tnem have beens

"The Nature of World Nuclear Rocket Wee'
Lt. Colonel Ye. I. Rybkin

"On Contemporary Xilitary Strateg'
M:ars3hal of trne Soviet Union V.D. Sokolovskiy and General Major
M.1, Cherednichenko

"The Modo.rn Revolution in Military Affairs and the Combat Peadiness
of tne Armed Force:;"
Lt. Colonel V.M. Sondarenko

"The Politicai. Side of Soviet Military Doctrine"
Colonel V.V. Larionov

"The Bas-ýs and Principloas ot Zt la-Ait Arved Forces"
Cener-l Colonel N .A. Lomov

"V.I. Leiin -- the Fouieter of Soviet Elltary Science"
Colo)nel L.A. Selezrev

These ar.ic3es are not for troop indoctrination or to boost mora.Le. They

are deeply serious articles ,Titten by the loviet Union's leading intelleatuals.
Masny, like 1.* Inozcmtsevp ure •cademicians from the Academy of Sciences* Others

are legding economicts and scient cstcs. Som- of the articles have been treated

Sin the West as embittered r~iitary officers criticizing the Party. Such misin-

terpretation om tre Party's leading military journal is dangerous. These are

Party-approved themes, widely discussed by all military officers.

A list of these authors, identified where possible, can be found in Appendix
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The fcrmnulation of contemporary Soviet military doctrine began in late

1953. At that tiue, the Soviet Union already had tested a thermonuclear

bomb, and laid the f~andation for the start of the "complete revolution in

military affairs.'' 65 While the nuclear wearon was being developed, Soviet

scientists worked on producing rockets as its chief Yreans of delivery. At

the same tire radioelectrorics and remote ccntrol systems underwent inten.-

sive development.

While the scientists and engineers were working on the new weapon, "new

and responsible tnsks, which had to be sucC~ssfully decided on the basis )f

Farxisrr-Leninism, on the military theoretical inheritance of V.I. Lenin, and

also taking into consideration past military experience, appeared before

Soviet militar. science."'6 6

The importance of this theoretical basis must not be underestimated.

The above qlaot'.s are taken from one of the first books on military theory

to appear in the USER after the XXIV Party Congress, held in Ilarch, 1971.

It is entitled V.I. Lenin and -Soviet :Kilitary Sctience and was published,

not by the m.litary publishing house 'Voycnizdat 1 , but by the Acadey of

Scicence of the US'i through its 'E'auka' publishers, Colonel 11.N. Azovtsevr,

Doctor cf Historical Sciences, who is associated with the Institute of

Military History of the Ministry of Defense, is the author of this work. V
In describing doctrine, the author asserts that:

"Doctrine is not dogma but a guide to action. It has the force
of law and our military cadres are vu.•ded by it, but this does not
exclude cirettive orgazaui-alJorial work. On the contrary, doctrine is
the basis which -ives orr-anizational work a purposeful character,
unity of vic-s and efý7rt, directed at raising the power of the
Soviet Armd Forces.'"I
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Colonel Azovtsev repeatedly brings out the role of the Communist
Party in building up the economy and increasing production, in sponsoring

fundanental research and development, as well as its work in the purely

political area.

ThI Party Congresses spell out the foreign and domestic policies of

the Soviet Union at approxirately five-year intervals. They approve a

Central Conaittee, which now numbers almost 400, of which, as aireact

noted, 36 are rrilitary cox;urnders. The daily work of the Central Comniit-

tee is accomplished by its Secretariat, headed by the General Secretary

of the CPSU, Leonid I. Brezhnev. The Folitburo, with 15 members and 6

candidate members (six of whom also serve as Party secretaries) guides

the policites approved by the Party Congresses. It firmly directs th3

Soviet Un:ion along the line set by the CPSU. Several plenum of the

Central Coxmlttee are held each year tc approve actions t1£ Politburo

feels are needed,

The Gentral Coririttee has a direct link to the Armed Forces in The

M:ain PolitLical Administraticn. Tie Main Political Adi:dnistration is

responsible for seeing týat Party policy is carried out in tne Armed

Forces and that tno troops are indoctrinated with fundamental Iarxis'-

Leninist --xachings. Msically this teaching is as follows:

"The ccnter..-orary epoch has teen scientifically deternined as
a trxn:ition frorm ca!,ital•. m to scciali'sm, an epocn of the do•.*.
fall of i:r';~riali: and trz triui•.•h of socialism on a universml
scalo and the essence of t•.o ttwo crposad tendencics of mcd=rn d0:-
velop:nnt has been di-cloed: the increasing danger of tne ,.pe;,i-
alists unleashin-, a neo -;crld war, and the ;,Tclrinr, pcssibility ')f
.revent.ing it. The first tendency is connected wIth inperiali.nm,
the source of all v'ar of our tire, and the second rests on the
forces of progress headed by the world socialist community.vi 68
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Soviet ri.Uit.ary sc).eice is guided by the deciiSonm of tpe Central

,ommittee and the ýk :iet gove~irvnt vn. mliaiiýu,. questions,* The Soý-iit,

govem-ma~nt um-cistees Party policy. The Coincil of RU),:Lsters is ..i..'iposcd

of high efry f cials, Theyg through the var.ýcus niaisitrit~s guide

Uri econcrv' and productive forcev of' tte colmntry, Thbrourgh 1.1x NMinistry

ofFri%-f W,-m p th,-y ;7uide foXt-irii policy., Thrcu&,h, the Academ~y of

Cciences, thr,(y Cuicic flm.,ramntat rebea,ých anrd oeel(-ne~rsrt. An~d fina13yv

tlhrojh t!'.o .½~tof Pe-fersep tao Party defends its sy~t~qet of govern.-

ioviet i'L dazy~uctrine is rse~ ut by the zrdd~itary aLnd pol;LicaJ.

lwiersid-' of thie couuntry;. A7L-, 1zvtsev. writ-is that Sovti~t nillital'y

Sc~n I ' s out Mc~ L:r~at31 fo Cr SoniFA 61iita.- dicturine and for

t~eahn -: r, wr and t),e arj.- Tu t. ;reat extent, trne KS~a~ ci

'.i~c~ .- n~n~t ~~tof t..: C~erai...tal eocs VMS~ w~r).. The. suuteeted

tb,06V ,-rjj~jh atCU,..Jy '0;:-,atU:; 8OVift 'ziitary doctrinus, as hI= been

shown, iz .,jn :'ii~a Counvi-, w~hich is QP- vret i.ýa! atachad.

to the Cc').nril U e o~~ to~ eo~ro to the :ii ry i.-t
ence A .r.tztccf~;hl~ , ,~ 4ner bmis ci' ren.,,ety :ror. -ibove for'

r.~rchir~o ';Ir'j~ c-lc!~tor.of11fitary afCfairs. ]*,iliitary Scicnrac

~ioiote~ .~u) tivm1atý; tI-4e L-6'X),';-~ Or !O1 .try hcth aad experiunce

and also pror.oia m-c-re;:nr a-toni t*.::o.x 't1 ýr~ r~e students and the fpnu)...

ties of itro numrmus zri~it:~rr -scia*s lo trc:nredzou! work in suelt areas as

rcarinf: I'vr larg~e troop, mr~ uvcrs teA.Atng this or that theory or rce

of new ~ict-.ury eq,,Jipments and doing iidividual xi.search cn frtr~n

th~ru.*ait.ayhistoty, psycholog-y, r-ýidi~c:im, cn(,ircerlngq 4oor!'i*

p.c~al-orics7 hotzreke~rpinj,, c:Atcrnotic4,.1nd weal-on desi~pingf - el'e!f I)OS-
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sible topic is studied. Military stratef, since 1967 ?As increasingly

become the concent of the Academy of Science through its institut.,s such

as the Institute of the USA and the Institute of World Economics and

International Relations.

The General Staff also takes theories and tests them in annual

troop maneuvers conducted by military districts. Sometimes several dis-

tricts are involved in a maneuver! sometimes groups of Soviet troops

at'.cad combine with Warsaw Pact armies to conduct gigantic joint maneu-

vers. Colonei. Azovtsev, for instance, speaks hirhly of the 1970 'Dvina'

exercise, He states:

The m.wot imiportttnt theoretýcal positions of Soviet military
scieica ot the present.-day star-e cu, its d-velopo.ent on questions
such as :°zain:d; operationu! landini:s in t.- defend-er's rear areas
of a whok ziUzbi,•e dcJva.ion) encc;uter 'attle ith tvn r-artLici-
pation of n;,-cs of ;ai' ith both si•.cs using nuclear weapcns,
crcss:in, vatd.er b-rrura, .::zur~ng a comlb.natior: of strikes from
the frcnt tau•. •a • Aiicote-r i---di in frc.r, z.e rear, active-
ncs, stofdI ;L•~s '-;d -eerIr. In defense, ad other qu~stionsp
were tezted c.-urini: the course cf' 'Dvina'. 10

After ruch maneuver., tb,. acuJitar:' Ccuncilz of the military districts

discuss L"A~ su. arize their findi,;{i.2' Thse tian go to the Ge:.eral Staff

for sztx,!y and e'a-ahA.,ion.

I..nther role ýof the -2'titary' Sicrice Acmdnistration is the conduct

of military scicn:2e conferenco. Ths(s• ar, often large and s.n)wtimes

interrati-i.l. Dhcv are held on s5j-cific therws such as W.orld War II

anid its iveult,, or Smiiet .iltary doc'trine and its maintenance. Scme-

ti.es a se?-,icO such as tr.e .Naticnal 1-.' (air defense) Troops or the

Grouno -tocp, of i. Soviet A-,-y w1ll hold a military science conference.

These priruriay will deal uitn trn ;3fc service and its probler,.

Tho Nilitary Sciei.ce Administration publishes its theoretical arti-
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cles in its classified journal, Military Thought It also publishes

numerous other classified collections of articles read by the higher

military leadership. There also exist many books published in the

closed press, sore o' which have apparently won Frunze Prizes but can-

not be mentioned by name in the open press. The same authors, nowever,

do write in the open press on similar themes.

Once the high>est political ar.A military leadership has agreed an

S•.ilit-ary doctrine,, and the Suprere Sovletq 6-ith its 56 military members,,

i gives its rubber-stamp approval, the dxctrine must underGo widespread

dissemination, In addition, doctrine Is incorporated into new troop

rules and regulations. The faculty .n:o bers of the military academies

and schocls develop lectures on the ne'i doctrine, turn these lectures

into articles and tne articles are theno collected in textbooks. SorB

of tne z•tst outstanding of these have been incorporated into t he 'Uffi-

cer's Litrary' series. The articles miy appear in any of the military

magazines, most often in the :*'ain Poli';ical Adruinistration.s twice-mont4iy

Coraunist of tte A..-d Forces, and qui'e often in tne i'anistry of Defense's

daily newspsper, Red Star.

These lectures are subsequently wtrked up into the compitlsory indoc-

trination lectures for troops, carried in the 'Political Studies' section

of Cor•-,raist of ti.n A-r.d Formcs, and Lnto articles recomruended for

officers. The best works each year art, nominated for the annual Fruize

j Prize, a:nd in early "arch the jury somntiros makes knovm those authors

aad works which have won this distinct:lon.

Inis, in rather simplified form, nium.arizes the way in which military

doctrine is form.ulated and dissc.inated in tne Soviet Union.
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APP•.IDIX A.

JMILITARY 'ZIBEPS OF.TII4 C.ITRAL CO:'4,ITTEE, XXIII CONGRESS CPSU (1966)

In 1966, the Oentral Committee had fifteen members and twenty candi-

dates for membership who were marshals, generals or admirals. There were

altogether 195 members and 165 candidate members on the Central Committee.

(Candidates sit in on the Committee's deliberations but do not vote. Va-

cancies among the members can only be filled by candidate members.) The

"i4inister of Defense and all his deputies were selected as members at the

time of the XXIII Party Congress in 19(6. There have been a number of

deaths and advancements since that time. :.:ilitary representation on

the Central Co.mittee and the positions of the men at the time they were

selected in April, 1966, and on the eve of the XXIV Party Congress, ".arch,

1971 were as follows:

:enmbers:

1. :inister of Defense
(:arshal of the Soviet Union R. Ya. !'alinovskiy, now deceased)

2. Ist Deputy Yinister of Defen.;e./Co.-,iander in Chief ';,arsaw Pact Forces
(:.:arshal of thne Soviet Union A.A. Grechko, now Miinister of Delense)

3. Ist Deputy :*inistnr of Defcnse/Chief of tUP 5eneral Staff
(i:ars?:al of the Soviet Union *:.V. Zakharov, same position)

h. Chief of the .ain Po2itical Ad.iinistvtion
(General of the Ar:-y A.A. Yepishev, same position)

5. Deputy Minister of Defense/ CinC Strate ;ic Rocket Troops
(,:arshal of the Soviet Union E.I. Krylov, same position)

6. Deputy "'inister of Defense/ CinC of he • avy
(Admiral of the i"aeet S .). Gorshkov/ now Admiral of the Fleet
of the Soviet Union and in -,c sarie position)

7. Deputy ":Minister of Defense/ CinC of the Air Forces(Chief i:arsIal of Aviation h. A. Vor:nhinin, now a general in-
spector)
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8. Deputy Minister of Defense/Chief of the Rear
(Mqrshal of the Soviet Union I. Kh. Bagramyan, now a general
inspector)

9. Deputy Minister of Defense/ Inspector General

(Marshal of the Soviet Union K.S. Moskalenko, same position)

10. Commander of the Moscow Military District
(leneral of the Army A.P. Beloborodov, now an invalid)

11. Co.•ander of the Kiev !ilitary District
(General of the Army I.I. Yaklubovskiy, now Marshal of the
Soviet Union and 1st Deputy Minister of iefense/CinC L.arsaw
Pact Forces)

12. Chief of Civil Defense
(E:arshal of the Soviet Union V.I. Ciuykov, same position)

13. General inspector
(Marshal of the Soviet Union I.S. Konev, same position)

14. l.3t Deouty Chief of the General Staff
(General of the Arny P.F. 2atitskiy, now Marshal of the Soviet
Union, and 'inC National Air Defense (PVC)

15i..mber of the Presidiu-i of te Supreme Soviet(liarshal of the Soviet Unicn 14. Ye. Voroshilov, now deceasad)

Candidates, for membership:

1. Deputy Minister of Defense for Combat Training
(General of the Ar.iV V.A. Per.kovskiy, now deceased)

2. Supreme Co:rnander Soviet Forces, I3 ermy

(3eneral of the Army ?.r. Koshevoi, now Marshal of the Soviet
Unicn and a jeneral inspector)

3. Coa-ander of the Lvniv-;rad :'ilitary District
1(eneral Colonel S.t. Sokolov,, now eneral of the Army and 1st
Deputy ::iixister of jefense)--

4. Commander of the Belonxssian Military District
(General Colonel S.S. ::aryakhin, now General of the ArPy and
Chief of the n7ear Servicbs)

5. Cornander of the Turkestan Military District
.(Gereral Colonel N.3. Lyashchinko, ncw a Jeneral of the Army

and Commander of the Central Asian Xilitary District)

• Elevated to full membership in 1967.

1 )
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6. Commander of the Transcaucasus M.¶ilitary District
(General of t..e Army A.T. Stuchenko)

7. Commander of the Volga Military District
(General Lieutenant ,N .V. Ogarko,,)

8. Commander of the ?acific Ocean Fleet
(Admiral A.A. Amelko)

9. Commander of the Northern Fleet
(Admiral S .M. Lobov)

10. Chairman of DOSAAF

(General of the Army A.L. Getman)

11. Minister of Civil Aviation
(General Colonel of Aviation Ye. F. Loginov, now deceased)*

12. Minister of Communications
(Oeneral Colonel of the Signal Corps N.D. Psurtsev)

13. General inspector
(':arshal of the Soviet Union KVK. Rokossovskiy, now deceased)

14. G".neral Lnsoectcr
(.-Marshal of the-QSoviet Union V.D.Sokolovskiy,, now deceased)

(Marshal of the Soviet Uniun S.K. Timoshenko, now deceased)

16. G@neral inspector *1
(Marshal of the Soviet Union A.I. Yeremenko, now deceased)

17. M,.,mber of the -residium of tte Supreme Soviet

(Marshal of the Soviet Unicn 3.Z. Rudenny)

18. C-iief of the Political Administration of the Strategic Rocke,
Trcoops

(Ieneral Lieutenant I.L. Lavrenov, now deceased)

19. Chiief of the ?olitical Administrationq Moscow 10ilitary District
(General Lieutenant K.S. Grushevoy)

20. lt Depaty Chief of the General Staff
(General of the Army M:,.I. "cazakov)

* Elevated to full membership in 1967.
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APEZDIX B.

U)I. Military Academies%

1. Academy of the General Staff im. Marshal of the Soviet Union
K. Ye. Voroshilov (Mioscow)

2. Military Order of Lenin Red Banner Order of Suvorov Academy irm.
M. V. Frunze (Noscow)

3. Military-Political Order of Lenin Red Banner Academy rim. V.I. Lenin
(1-oscow)

4. 'Military Engineering Crder of Lenin and Suvorov Academy im. F.E.
Dzerzhinskiy (;Mcscai)

5. Leningrad ".'ilitanr Engineering Red Banner Academy irm. A.F.
I!ozhayskiy (Leningrad)

6. Military Artillery Order of Lenin Red Banner Academy iLa. M.I.
Xalinin (I enincrad)

7. Military Order of Lenin Red ?an.er Academy of Armored Tank Troops
iim. Iarshal of the Soviet Union R. Ya. !!alinovskiy (M.oscow)

8. Military .nineering Order of ien.in Red Panner Academy iim. V.V.
Kuybyshev ("oscow)

9. Nilitary Air Red Ewnner Crder of Kutuzov AcadeV, im. Yu.A.Gagarin
(Nonino, near i:oscow)

10. XMilitary Air Thnginecring Order of Lenin Red Banner Academy im. Prof.
N. Ye. "hukovskiy (::oscow)

11. *Hilitary Cow.arnd Academy of Air Lefense (PVO) (Kalinin)

129. :ilitary En~inec:rirg Radiotecýnic(al Crder of ttz ?atriotic W-r
Acade.W of Air Defense (PVO) iim. 4:Marshal of the Soviet Union
L.A. Govorov)

13. Military 'ed Tanner Academy of CLomical Defense (Mroscoa)

14. Military Order of her- Banner Academy of Communications
(Lerningrad)'

15. tzil *tý' r ier of Lenin Academy of the Rear and Transport

16. Military 11,1-J;. Order of Lenin and 11shakov Academy (Leningrad)

17. Military 'Vedical Order of Lenin Red Banner Academy iim. S.M. Kt'ov
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II. Special Schools:

1. Military Institute of Foreign Languages (Moscow)

2. Institute of Military History of the Ministry of Defense (Moscow)

3. 'Vy~strel' Higher Officers' Course ia. Marshal of the Soviet Union
B.M. Shaposhnikov (nr. Moscow)

III. Higher Military Schools: (1971)

1. Alma-Ata Higher Combined Arms Ccxnan School

2. Armavir Higher Military Aviation Red Banner School of Pilots of
National PVO Troops

3. 1Waku Higher Combined Arms Commind School im. Supreme Soviet
Azerbaidzhan SSR

4. Ealashov Higher Military Aviation School for Pilots

5. T'arnaul Hii-er Military Aviation School of ?ilots

6. flaraoveshchersk Higher Tank Coemand Red Banner School im.
Marshal of ike Soviet Union ".A. :,'eretskov)

7. , oriso7lebsk Hiiler 1,ilitary Aviation School of Pilots

8. Xoroshilov-rad Hic.her :ilitary Aviation School of 1wavigator= in.
Proletariat of the Donbass

9. Iigher Uaval Engineer Crder of lenin School im F.E. Dzerzhirskiy

10. jigher ;'aval COr-er of Lenin Rod ?anner Order of Ushakov Schcol
im. ",.V. Frunze (Lcnin.':rad)

:1 11. higher la':,a3 School of Under&:aýer Cruising im. Lenin's Kcmscmols
(Leningrad)

12. 1i:iser 11aval School of Radioelctronics ira. A.S. Popov (Leningrad)

13. ,1.igher Military Er.j-ncer-Techn.Lcal Red Banner School (Leningrad)

14. lor'kiy Eiigher !,ilitary Co,-iand School of Communications

15. Far East Higher Combined Arrs Gor land School im. Narshal of the
Soviet Union K.K. RokossovskLy (Blagoveshchensk)

16. Donetsk .ihe.r ::ilitory-Politi.,1 School of Engineer Troops and
Signual Corps
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17. Yeysk Higher Military Aviation Crder of Lenin School of Pilots
im. Twice Hero of the Soviet Union Pilot Cosmonaut USSR v° 1.
Komarov

18. Zhitomir Higher Zenith Rocket Command Red Banner School of Air
Defense im. Lenin's Komsomols

19, Kazan' Higher Comnand lngineer School

20. Kazan' Higher Tank Comimand Red Banner School im. Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the Tatar ASSR

21. Kaliningrad Higher Ild1itary Engineer Co•mand Order of Lenin
Red Banner School im. A.A. Zhdanov

22. :4alinin-rad Higher Naval School

23. :a-menets-')odolskiy Higher Mlilitary Engineer Conand School

24. Caspian Higher Naval Red Banner School im. S.MI. Kirov

25. ýacha Higher ":ilitary %vliatior Order of Lenin Red Ranner School
im. A.F. ':yasnikov

26. Cenerovo Figher :.ilitary Co.mnd School of Co-. nications
27. K"iev Hi-her Artillery "Hn-ineer Order of Lenin Red Banrner School

i1.4 S.O. Kirov

28. "iev Figher Naval Political School

29. Kiev Higher Vilitary ::nWineer Ticeo Red Parmer School of Cc~mu-
nications in. '!.I. Kalinin

30. 0Kiev Higý.er Lngineer-Aviation .:ilitary School of the VVS

31. Kiev Higher Engineer Radioteci-nical School of Air iDefense

32. Kiev Pigher Corbined Arms Comiand Twi Red Panner School Im.
i:.V. Frunze

33. Kiev Higher Tank Technical School

34. l1olo:ma Higher Artillery Co:-n'md (rder of lenin Red -9anner
School im. October 11evolution

35. Kostrorma Higher 1ilitary ChemLcal Command School

36. Kurgan Ligher "ilitary-Political Aviation Sckool

37. Lvov Hi,.her IMilitary-Political School of the Soviet Ar.V ar.d ":avy
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38. Lenin-rad 1!igher Artillery Com~mand Order of Lenin Red Banner ~7School im, Red October

'U ~39. Leningrad Hiigher Ilaval Engineer School '
40O. Leningrad Higher 11ilitary Political School of Air Defense (PVO)

41. Lenin.7ra }ii-her :Iilitary Topography Com-and Red Banner Order
of Red Star School

4~2. Leningrad I~iv.her Zenith Artilleny Cohmao~d School

43. T~erinr~rad !Iif§ner Combined Arms Co~mmand Twica Red Banner School
in.. S.M. kirov

44. LeninEgrad Ifiiher Order of -,enin Red Banner Command School of
Railroad Trcops ard '>.ilitary Com~mnicatioi-. im. I*.V. Frunze

4~5. MInsk Migher !En~:ineer Zenith Rocket School of A-ir Defense (PVO)

46. M~insk Higher RHadioteahricaj. School National 'ýVC Troops

47. Moscow iUi3her roribined Ar.,s Co-rnand Order of Lenin Red "B1annerI
School in. Supre-i Soviet UZ~nI

M. * ::ovosibirsk Highter ;*:ilitary-Polliti.al Combined Armis School

Ar

munications irm. ::arsh-al of tl., ~ovict Union V.D.Sokolovskiy

5O. Cdz~ssa 1i1ir rtillery Co,.:-.and Oxyler of Lenin School irn. Y'.V.
.rrunze

S1. C:-,,k ýiaf.er Con-bined Ar-s Co'.i iaid Twvice Rea Panner School in.

52. Cr-tsk H*-i3Yer Trink Tiechnical Order of Ped Star School

53. CrIzhlunikidze 14ij.he.- Co:'ibincd Armns Comz'.and Twice R~ed Bam~er School

54. Cr~nb-ar, highcr M.ilitary Aviatio~n School for Pilots im. I.S.Polbin

'5. Cranbirlg i~jhrZcnith Art~illeryr Con.rand P~ed Banner School inr.
J.~ Crdzhcnikidize4

56. Peazensk Iligher Artillery n.nInc~er Order of Red Star School

57. ?ern Hirher Cczvand !2ncrinner School

56. Pol~tava !-iig-her :*:ilitary Co.-rand School of Cox,-.Uni cations
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59. Poltava Higher Zenith Artillery Cor~rand Red Ba~nne~r School
*~i;%. (2aneral of tle Arrr N .F. Vatutira

60. P'lshkir Figher 'or(--,and Order of Red Star Skbool of Radio-
electroniics of PVO

61. Riaa Higher VilitLU-y Engineer Aviation School ir.. YA& Alkenis

62* Pir~a 'Higher Conmraid -Enginper Red Banner School -A.M. M'Anrnal of

6h yazmn' Xigher MityAutotiotive Corrnand Order --f Rled btp~r School

65. Pyanaan lii~her :;Alitary Couzz7%nd School ofi Couratunicaticns

66. Pya?.zn' filghrer Lirbc're Corwand TZwice Red Lanner School
ur., Lenin's K:n~~

6?. Samarkh;-and Ili.-:.er 'tank Co--:-nnd School

63. ISaratov Higher ' ::iUtuiy Ghe-14cal Com-Lnd School

69. Saratov Higher Co nd Enint'.e r ed BPnr.er Crder of Red St~r School
im. Fc-ro of tUc Soviet Un.;.cr rjenral :*:a~ior M.. Lizyukciv

70, Sr-mllmsk 'li hr!ilitarr FPclitical, Tank Ar'tillery- Zcbool

'a. 5evastop;ol' iighe)r -a-val ingir~eeriLng SchcoJ.

7.2. Zerymukhov Higher Co~rrrand Entiineerinia School irn Lerlin's Kome~moros

73. $5,irferoroll ihr::~tr I oliticad. iuilding SchoolI

74j. &-O(~ ihrZnith Art il}4-ry CoTnrard School

2 Th, ~~5.zvu~2 ii ::i~i-L.,ry Aviat--or Zchcucl of Pilots and

76. Z~twrrconol ., iirt~ur :l C(.r.-and School of Coi.r-.unicat.-:rcm:

77. ',u~rr i5 her Artli:ery, Con;.tnq- 'Iwice R~ed 3'-anner School i-ir.

-. Th~~7. C-zc':i'he :litar'y Aviatction School for Pilots

* v i;h ;-ilitary Aviattio School for Pilot.- ini IM.V

~ Ta ~Žon~ i:thr (Cor:Ir.aci Arrz. Co.-.and fled P,ýnnar Order of E:od
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81. Tashkant Higher Tank Comrand Order of Lenin School im. Twice
Hero cf the Soviet Union Marshal of Armored Troops PAS. Rybalko

32. Tbilisi Higher Artillery Command Red Banner School im. 26Baku Commissars

83. Pacific Ocean Higher Naval School iim. S.O. Makarov

84. Tornk igirher Military Command Order of Red Star School of
Com.runicat ions

85. ¶7ula Higper Artillery Command Order of Lenin School iim. Tula
Proletariat

56, Tynu)en' Higner .ilitary Enineering Command School

87. Ul'yanovsk Higher IMilitary Teelnical School iim. Bogdan Khnel'nitskiy

68* Ul'yanovsk Higter Military Corrand School of Communications
im, G.K. Ordzhonikidze

89. L1'yanovsk Guards Hifher Tank Cornand Twice Red Banner Crder
of Red Star School im. V.I. Lenin

90. Ussur;.y-k Higher Military Automotive Command School
91. 'ýhrtko•v Higher !ilitary Aviation School for Pilots ir. Twice

Hero of the Soviet Union S.N . Gritsevets

92. '{hartkov Hif:her Cor,,and Engineering School

93. "0har'1ov Guards Hitrher Tank Corr..and School iim. Supreme Sovi3t
of the Ukrainian SSR

91. X hmel'nitskiy Higher Artillery Command School

95. Cholyabirsk Higher :'•litary Aviation Rod Banner School of
Navir'atcrs irm. 50 Years of tia %U.SMM

96. Chely-abinsk HiGher Military Automotive CoruirA School

97. Ghelyabinsk Higher Tank Commnd School i•. 50 Years of Greaw'
October

98. Cherepovets Higher Military Corrand School of Conmmicatiocn

99. Chernigov Higher Military Aviation School of Pilots ira. Lenin's
Kcmrsomojs
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100. Black Sea Higher Naval School im. P.S. Nakhip.ov (Sevastopol')

1 ) 101. Vilnius Higher Comnand Radiotechnical School of PVO

102,* ngrls Higher Zenith Rockot Cornnnd School of PVO

103. Yaroslavl Higher Zenith Rocket Conmand Schocl of PVO

IV. Military Shools:

1. Achinsk 1ilitary Aviation Technical School

2. Vasil'kov Military Aviation Technical School im. 50 Years of
Lenin's eosormols

3. 1'ilitary Technical School (Kaliningrad)

*4. 11ollsk Military School iam. Lenin's Red Banner Komsomols

5. 'Forcnezh Military Aviation Technical School

6. •or'kiy Zenith Rocket School or Air Defense (PVO)

7. (yor'kiy hadiotechnical School N•ational PVO

8. Daug[avpils Aviation Tcch-nical School PWO ima. Ya. Fabritsius

9. Ilaufavpils I.Iilia.ry Aviation Ra.diotechnical School ,ational PVO

10. :;ihitomir Radiotechnical Red Banner School National PVO

11. Irkutsk I'ilitary Aviation Technical School iam. 50 Years VLYVM

12. :'aliningrad MIilitary Aviat*on Technical School

13, %nwrhin 11ilitzary' Buildin.- Tecniical School

li. rasnoyarsk Radiotcchncial School Naticnal PVO

15. 1c'vosibirtsk %ilitary Building Technical School

16. 3poch1m Zenith Rocket School of Air Defense (PVO)

17. Opochka Radiotechnical School Nation al IVO

18. 3rdzhIonikidfe Zenith Rocket School of Air Defense (PVO)

19. Srdzhonikid-e RadiotachncLal Schcol of N'ational PVO

20. Perm' Military Aviation-Technical School im. Lenin's Komsomwls
* Now tte Vol'sk .41.gher ýIilitary School of t1,e Rtear ira. Lenin's Ko:-sonols
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21. 'Pushkin Military Ruilding-Technical School

22. Pushkin Radiote-hnical Order of Red Star School National PVO

23. Riga Military Aviation-Techrical School

24. Tarb•ov Artillery Technical Red Banner School

25. Tambov Military Aviation-Technical Order of Lenin Red Banner
School im. F.E. Dzerzhinskiy

26. Khabarovsk Com.,and Technical School

27. First Khar'kov Military Aviation-Technical Red Banner School

28. Second Kharskov Military Aviation-Technical School

29. Engel's Radiotechnical School of National PVO

30. Yaroslavl' Xili taxr School im. General of the ArMy A.V. KhIvlev

31. Yaroslavl' Radiotechnical School of National PVO

32. Saratov Military Aviation School for Pilcts
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Appendix C: Higher Derrees of the Lenin Military-Political AcadevV

UJ The Lenin Military-Political Acadenv" is the only military acadeav which

regularly armounces dissertations of seekers of higher academic degrees.

However the list is helpful in ascertaining authors itho are primarily poli-

tical. FMex, of the degree holders listed below also appear as authors of

books, or as winners of Frunze Prizes. Some have even become noted in the

West for Wing 'military dissidents' criticizing the Party, when the opposite

is far more likely to be the case.

The titl.es of the dissertations are always listed. Many of them touch the

USA and itii activities one way or another, but unfortunately listing them all

is beyond the scope of this present work. Note that a dozen or more officers

receiving degrees core from East Auropsan comynnist countries or Mlongclia.

The following officers defended th3ir dissertation of the degree of

DOCTOR OF 1CIEBNCES in tho subject listed: (from 1965)

Arak--lyan, ',.A. Colonel 1967 History
Barabanshu-hikhv, A.V. " 19'018 Pada•)y
Befdzhar'/. R.M. " 1969 History
Dudkov, I.S. 1971 Philosophy

D'yaciernko, :.I. 1969 Poyzhology

Dzyaba, Ya., S. Colonel 1966 Phil.asophy
Fedenko, 1"..F. Lt.Colonol 1970 Pcychology
Iovlev, A.".. Colonel 1968 History
Korablev, ":u. I. " 1967 History
Korobeynikv, ..P." 1970 Psy-hology

Krupnov, S.I. Colonel 1971 Philosophy
.Kuz'nin, G.V. " 1967 11itory
".•ilovidov, A.S. 19 65 ?hiUo-ophy
Pononarjovs Ni.A. Lt.Colonul 19 65 PhtiLoophy
Popov, w:.V. Colonel 1967 PhiLosophy

Rybkin, Ye. 1. Lt.Colonel 1969 Philosophy
Savel'yev, V.M. Colonel 1971 Ilistory
Seleznev, I.A. Colonel 1966 Philosophy
Shurygin, I..P. 1968 His;,ory
Smirnov, P.S. " 1967 His tory
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DOCTOR OF EXIMNCES: (can't)

Sulimov, YO,. F. Colonel 1967 Philosophy
Tabunov, N.D. Lt.Colonel 1969 Philosophy

Tikhonov, .I. Colonel 1968 Pedagogy
Tyushkevich, S.A. " 1969 Philosopby
Ustimrnko, V.A& " 1971 Histcry

Vazý=ntsev, I.A. Colonel 1971 Philosophy

Volkogonov, D.A. Lt.Colonel 1971 Philosophy

The following officers defended their dissertation of the degree of

CgMIDDATAL OF SCIEIICES in the subject listed: (from 1965)

Alekseyev, L.I. Lt.Col. 1966 Philosophy

Andreyanov, 1.P. " 1965 History
Auntipov, A.I. Col. 1970 Pedagogr

Arternov, Zh.L. Lt.Col. 1963 History

Babichev, 1.4. Col. 1967 Pedagor•

Badmviyev, bo Ts. * ajor 1966 Pedagogy

Bartennv, ý..A. Lt.Col. 1965 Economics

Bazhenov, 'v.G. Lt. Col. 1969 Philosophy
B3eoin, A.S. Lt. Col. 1965 History
beloglaov, U.V. i';ajor 1969 History

Belov, M.V. .'.aj or 1967 Philosophy
Belyaev, o.•. Capt. 2 Rk 1967 Philosophy

Bychak, E. !'a-jor 1965 Philosophy Czechoslovakia

Bazuglov, I.G. Lt. Col. 1969 Pedagogy

Balorutskiy, A.G. Col. 1970 Philcoophy
Biryukov, u. 11,14. Lt.Col. rst!.968 Jurisppruence

Robikov, A.F. Lt. Col. 1967 Pedago -,

ooromolov, A.F. Lt. Col. 1966 Philosophy

Bok"alv, V.P. Lt. Col. 1970 History

Bo-darenko, V.M. Lt. Col. 1965 Philosophy

Cha•Iyr1o7, 'A A* M.ajor 1968 Philosophy

Chorepar'o, C.ol. 0o1. 1963 History
ChliymntsI, k. Ya. Lt. Col. 1969 History
llnilnnko, -. S. Lt. Col. 1971 Philosophy
Dw-xiis, I.A. Lt. Col. 1.971 Philoso-piV

Ocneunt'yev, V.D. Col. 1966 History
Detain, B.P. Lt. Col. 1970 History
:or'c•, V.I. It. 0o1. 1970 History
Do..t.YV, - .P. Lt. Col. 1965 Philosophy

Gatal, F. Lt. Col. 1965 Pedagogy Czechoslovakia

Gid'rinskiy, Vol. Capt.2 Rk 1970 Philosophy
.Gnatko, I. Ya. Lt. Col. 1971 Philosophy
Go~rr)n, Yan Col. 1965 History Poland

Golubov, V,1. Capt.2 Rk.1967 History
Groroakov, A.?F. ,!:ajor 1970 History
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CADIDATES OF SCIEIZCE: (can't)

Gubin, V.A. Lt. c ol. 1966 Pedagogy

Iva nov., V.11 M ?ajor 1968 Philosophy
Kadomtsevs G.A. Capt.2 Rk 1967 Philosophy
Kadykovs VoV. Lt.Col. 1967 Philosophy
Kalashnikov., A.G. Col. 1969 Pedagogy

Kantor,, Yu. N. Col. 1970 philosophy
!(arpushenko., V91. Col. 1971 philosophy
Kazantsevt G&'%; Lt. Col. 1971 philosophy
Khalipov, 'V .F. M ajor 1965 Philosophy
Khitrenko, Me Ya. Lt.col. 1965 Economics
Khvat kov , G.~ Lt.col. 1968 philosophy
Kilin, I.A. Lt.col. 1971 Philosophy
Kiriclhanko, 1.S. Col.o 1970 Philosophy
Kirshin, Yui. Ya. Major 1967 philosophy
KiZyashov, NoI. Lt.C Ole 1966 Pedalgogy

KitayeCvO N'.Ie Lt.Col. 1970 Philosophy
Kitov, A.I. Lt~col. 1967 Pedagogy
Kobenlko, A.A. Lt.'Col. 1971 Peda-gogy

Kontsev., A.I* Col. 1966 History
Korobovs V.I. Lt.Col. 1968 Philosonhy'
Korochkin, B.P. Lt.rol. 1968 FadagoýZT-'
Korolcvs V'.D. Capt. 1967 riconomics
1('osev) Yo K. Col. 1970 History Bulgaria

Kostikov, 1i.A. Capt.3 ?Jc 1963 P1hilosophy
Kostin, N.D) Lt. Cal. 1969 History

Katlyarov, V.G. Lt.Col. 19657 Philosophy
Kovalev, V.I. Lt. Cal. 1968 Pedagog-
'Krasikov, Role. Lt.col. 1973. philosophy,
yrurleyeva* , L.V. Capt.2 P~k 1967 Pedago~gy
.Kuchmaj, A. Ya. Col. 1969 Philosophy
Kudinov, A~: Lt.Col. 19069 uHis t"or y
Kurchatov) L.I. Lt.Co'.. 1970 History
Kuzin,' 11.G. "Lt.Col. 1957 History
Xluzetsov, !1,1'. LtC1o1...t19L.i 6 6  jurisprudence
Kvachuk, !-,To 1a. 1970 onis

Ladanov, I..De e Vaj o 1965 Pedagofnr
Lisenkov, fl.M. Col. 1970 History
Lishak, V.':.* Lt.co1. 1967 Pedagogy
Lobusev, 6.A. Lt.Col. 1970 History
Logachevs V.G. Lt.Col. 1969 Philosophy
Lo-g1n) V.T. :.ajor 1.9665 philosophy

LUnsky, 1!.I. Lt.Col. 1969 Psychology
Lutsonko, V.Ko Lt.Col. 1971 Pedagogy
Lutsnkiy, YO.F. Col. 1969 Philosophy
lytov, H.V. V.ajor 1971 History
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CAINDIfATES OF' SCIENiCE! (ConI't)

Malstsev, M.A. Lt.Col. 1970 History
1Yerkulov, U1,. Lt.Col. 1970 Philosophy
Migolat'yev, A.A. Ltu~ol. 1967 PhltJosopby
!Yi1'hnushav, A.G. Lt.Col. 1969 Pedagogy
Minyushev, F.I. Lt.Col. 1971 Philosophy
Y~itin,, A .1 I M'ajor 1966 Philosophy
Mlolchanov,* V.F. M*ajor 197). Philosophy

MolchanoVSkiy, V.F. Lt.Col. 1970 Philosophy
IMolodtsygin, MI.A. Col. 16 itr
Nikolov, Iv. T. Col. 1970 Philosophy Bulgarian

Novozhilov, 144, Lt.Col. 1969 Pedagogy
Orobinsky, P.N1. Col, 1967 Philosophy
0ropay, Fe Ye. Lt.Col. 1967 Philosophy
Osykt A.?. Lt.Col. 1967 H1istory
Pagrna, Dorzh I~ajor 1967 History Mongolia
Pantyukhov, V.ko Capt.2 Rk 1965 History
Pavlov, Ai.Lt.%Col. 1967 Philosophy
Pavlov, S.?. Lt.Col. 1970 Philosophy
Pocur., V.'.:, Capt.2 Rk 19659 Philosophy
Petlyakov, P.A. Lt.Col.(r)1969 Histor."

Petrov., A.'1. Col. 1967 History
Plekhov, A.!'. Capt.2 Rk 1966 Philosophy
Podobed, .4 Col. 1967 History
Pomyanovs3kiy, So. Col. 1966' Peda gogy Poland
Po~harov, tk.I. Capt.2 Rkc 1967 zecCiornics
Przhikryl, L. Lt.Co1. 1965 Pedag~ogy CzechoslovakLia
Pupko. A.-,. * ng*'!aj. 1969 Philosophy
Pustoshkin., V.V. Lt.Col. 1966 Phi~los'ophy
Radulov, G.A. Col. IL963 Pedagogy Bulgaria

YRenzin, X.*.Lt.Colo 1967 History

Reznik, A. Sh. Lt* Col* 1969 Philosophy
Rormnova,, Lk. 1970 Pedagogy
oebrii .L. Lt. * ol. 196b 4istory

Roshchin, L.V. Cant.2 Rk 1970 Philosophy
Roshc1bupki'i, Be Ya. Col. 1967 ijisbory

Rusnov ".". ant,2 u'%. I970 Philosiophy
Ruzzhin, V.I. Gapt.2 Rk.1970 Pedagogy
Safronov, M3.. Ma 1961 Philosophy
Sakharov, V.R, Lt.Colo 1969 roycholovy
Swaborskiy., G.F. :.iajor 1971 History

Sarychev, Yes V. Lt-,.Col. 1970 Philosophy
Serevin,p V.1-. Ma~JeJust. 1970 Jurisprudence
Seyranyan, FoGo Capt. 1971 History
S&Tabilmov, M.. Capto.2 RUc.1966 Phidlos6p~hy
Shabanov, V.P. Lt.Colo 1973. Philosophy
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CAN1DIDJTES OF SCIENCE: (Contt)

UShaplint 141W. Lt:Col: 1970 History
Shubnski,, ao I U*ol, 970 Philosophy

Shulepov, S.K. Col. 1969 History
Shurnikhln., N.,A. Capt.1 Rk.1971 Philosophy
Shunmiy, A*V. Lt.Col. 1966 Philosopby

Shv'ets$ V.S. Lt.Col. 1967 Pedagogy
Shvytkin, MI.G. Col9 1969 Pedagogy

*Skleznev, Ye.V. Mmaj or 1969 History
Sla'yl'nik., A.I. Ca:pb.2 Rk 1968 Philosophy
Slepov, V, Yae Lt.Col. 1967 Pedagogy
Snezhko, V.S. 0o1. 1967 Philosopby
Sokolov$ VA, Lt.Col. 1970 Psycholoar
Staribratov, G.K. Col. 1966 History Bul.garia
Starostin, M.P, a. 17 Pedagogy
Stolyarenko, A.M. Capt.2 Rk.1965 Pedagogy

Strezhnev, V.V. .. a jor 19 65 Pedagogy
Suribatyan, Yu. G. Lt*Col. 1969 Philosophy

* Svetlishin, N.A. Col. 1970 Hiistury
Svobodas N.K. Lt. COol. ý1967 Philosophy
Tikhonov, 114J. Capt.i Rk.1970 Philosop'hy
Tovk~es,, 1.5. r~ol. 1970 Hlistory
Tsvrcnek., Ya. Yajor 1965 Philosophy Czechoslovakia
Tushentsovt L, Ya. Lt.Col. 1966 History
V1"doyuk,, V.I. Lt Col, 1970 Pedagogy

*Vigdorchik, B.Ye. Col. 196c3 Philo~sophy

Volkogonovi, D.A. :.ajr 1966 PhilosoplV
Volkovp A.F. Enn,. ',aj. 1967 ?hilosopl-V
Vorobtyev, K.A. Capt. 1967 Philosop17
Vorzliisnek, V. Lt.Colo 1968 Pedagogy Czechoslovakia
Vot"k, v.s. I'aJor 1967 History
Voytorffo, S.?. Lt.Col. 1967 History
Vyalikcnv, P.F. Lta.Col. 1970 History
falkustevs1<iyA.S. LU.Col. 1973. History
Yakushinp 1,7. 1ajor 1067 History
Yarotskiy, 3.11. Lt.Co1. 1970 Philosophyj

YefirnovS1 Capt,1 Rk 1968 History

(Zagorodrkikov, NJ.A. Lt*Col. 119,67 Philosophy
Zakbarov, S.Ye. Admiral 1969 F~istory
Zamarrskiy, V.? * Lt* Col, 1970 Philo s o phy
Zapara, 1N.I. *t.Col.- 1969 Philosophy
Zarechin, S.!J. LtCol. 1971 Philcsophy
Zhaleznyak, L.F. Lt 'o1. 19&R Feckagofiy
Zlatkov, L.V. Lt. ýCol. 1970 Psychology Bulgaria
Zlotnikov., Yue Yao. -'4Jor 1970 Philosophy



APPEIDIX D.

The following autnors have itritten articles for th~e offi.cial

lecture section of Co~mmist Of the Arnmd Forces. The lectures are

designated for officers, generals and admirals studying various theo-

retical theres.

Abadzhan, A., Col. #13 1963 Davjdov, A., Gds Cole a11 1962

Abcdraklvranov, N4. ?3 1969 Demi~dov, B., Capt.lst Rank #5 1966

Abrarnovich, V. if15 1963 CandoPhileSCi.e# 1969
Adenin, A., Col. #13 1962 Demin, V. 6 16

Cand. 1-ist.$Eci. Dovbnaya N,., LteCol. #4h 1968
Alekseyov, V.,COl. Ili 1969 Cn.~~.~./6 16

Ca~ndo 1'hil. Sci. 1Y9 1970 D~ru;yanov, Lo 6 16

Aleksashin., Ve.,Col. # 1967 Dud.iflskiy,. 1. #f23 1964

Cand. Phil. Sci. I;)-, Econ.Sci. e
Arkhirpov., A. #f9 1962 Dudl-Gv, ., Col. #/2 196w

Averchuk, S.,Vico Adi 118 1962 Duzonko, B.,L11t-Col--Col. ff23 1965
azOvtsevj 110 Cole -1i6 1968 C*-.nd,.2cof.SCi. #21 1966

Dr. lust. Sci. D'yý-.ch.nko, N,1 #/12 1964

Babakov, A.,Col. /119 1965 Fedenko, 1.,)Lt. 0ol. #4 1962

Cand.!iist.sci. 191963 Ficncv, A. / 16
tt-all 3969

Bartenev, S.,Lt.Col. 1122 1965 Gallin, M. ,Col. #f12 19)66

Canci.Econ*Scie -'-18 1967 CmndoPhil,.Swci #22 19)66
11 5 1968 Gavrilov, V., LtefCOl. 16

1.18 1969 Ca3nd.H1ist.'Sci.
It B20 1970 Glazov., V., Col. 1110 1961

Bigaztev, A, /16 1965 /3 1!)64

Bokcarev, 1.9 Eng.L/C #9 15-63 #21 1!;66
Cand.PhU.. Sci. Gol'dzn~njG. C01.f2 16

I~ltnY,,Gn.A3 /6? 96 Golikov, Se., Gen:*.iaj. #11 1(965

Professor Dr. 1s~w'i
Bondarcenko, V., L/C -7211 10653 CocvhN-# 1970

Car~~hU. S`- 21 :1970 Cand.,Hiist.sei.
Bayev,, Ve. 11 1969 Gornrjy,A. ~.t ut #28 1c67
Cz~id. E'st. Sci. GoroshcchnikovI.,Col. /1 1570

Bullb~a, T. 1:2h4 1964 Czind-.~con,.Scio
Car~d. !ýeon. Sci. Grudiiiin, I.,Colo #23 15963

L~yhko, , 01. 101962 Dr. Phil. Sci. #3 lS6
#31966

Chtegrircts; A., Col. "5 1967 Gusakovskiy, .,,C~r,*ArzrW Pi 1969

Cand. Econo Sci. e 196
Cheprakovp V. #4k 1966 I1'iai, So Pl6 1961

Dr. icon. Sci. Inozemb2Pv) No/1016
Chorcenichekloflk0,>9.G/m "17 1966 Cand, Hist. Sci.

Cand,11gil..Sci. #15 1968
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Iovlev, A*., Cole If115 1963 Kovelev, I .,qGen*Lt o #23 1.967
Cand.Fist.Scio Dr. Mile Sci.

Isakov, F',0 Colo #5 1969 Kozlov, No, Col. #20 1968
Dr. Hist. Sci. Cando Hist. Sci.

Ivanov, Vol Gen.Arnmy #/12 1966 Kozlov, so# Col. #2 1961.
U #nf 1961

Karpenko, N., Col. 1/16 1969 Kozlov, V. Lt.,Col. #19 1967IKarpov., Go #5 1962 Cand.PhiloSci. 7,18,21 1968
Kasmirov, Lo /19 1962 Kravcfun,, N*,Capt*2nd Rank #12 1962
Kazakov, D., LteCol. //81965 Cand.Ped*Sci.

Candoi~hiloSci. #24~ 1966 KristosturlyanNo #18 1969
Kbalipov., V.,Lt.,Col. #3 1967 Cand.Phil. Sd.* #1 1971

Card.FhiloSci. #9 1969 KuwskiyA. #2 1962
Khayruan, S. /19 1966 Kuz ~menko, V, #9 1965
Dr., Elccn.Sci. Kuz'minj 1. #8 1964

Khitronkcos rI1,Lt*Col. f."L2 1963 Kuzr~etsovvYa,l Col. #8 196B
1(hotcchlin.A.., Col. #/7 1963 Card* iHist.scio
Khrustcv, F.,Col, #f2 3 1968 Kitzovnikov) A.,jCen *.'aj. #8 1968

Prcfessor Cm'.deiii~stScioIKirillov,A. Col. #19 1966
Czande.?iA1Sci, Lak1ttikov, 14., IM 1965

Kivclev,A., Col, //13 1967 Cand.1Hist.Sci.
Cand.1,itSi Lar'ionov, V., Col, 2 16

Kizira,A. Rl 1965 Cmndo.:1i1 S~ci.
Kliimenko, A. ,,-ngCo1. #10 1963 Lazt.t kin., Ye. 4122 1967

CanrrlTecflSci, Cz.ndo~conoSci.
Klaixov, A. 'r18 1966 Lebcdins1kas, A. #3fl. 1967
KoleSOV2 Io Col. #/23 1965 CUnd.7con.slci,

Cand.11istoSci. Leor~tlyev, %. Zen.lpaj, #1 1963
KondrAtkcv, T.t , Maj. 74122 1962 LikI'ackav., F. 115 1962

CandPl-il.*3ci. Lor&cv, lo., Gen.CoL. #21 1965
Konoplev, V. Col. 4114 1966 Professor #2 2 1966

CandPhili.Sci. Lukava, G. Lt.Col. #14 1965
Konyukhovskiy, V.Co1. P2 1!-63 Ccnd .Phil. Sci.

Dr. Hist. Sd. Lukcnin, So, Col. #5 1963
KopeJlev., A., Col. #1i 1963 Cand.?hil.Sci.
Kornionkciti., Cer..Maj.M') 1970 Liut-ckov,V.,L~tCol, M 1266

Dr.-co .6c.4 Ce-ndePedeSci.
Korcbeynikov, 'j.,Col. #14j 1965

Cand~iledSci. 1YakeyevP,?, Col. IP15 1)63
Koro2evr IN., P42 1969 Carnd * ist oS-cis

carndHist.Sci. I*Ias].ennikov, I., Capt.2nd Rk #9 19?68
Kcrclcv.,V.,, Capt, #7 1968 Car~d,,-'conoScio
Carid.E ccneScie ;:eltnikov, Cal. P2 1966

Kcctv'11, Lt.ol 12 1968 Cn.itSi

Canlhfisto.2,cie M?.s cherakcv ,": Me 1964
Ko,r bnov ,V.,Cc1). !"21 1964 1.11iftiyevSG0., 95.18 1964
Koryaginj Ao #2 1961 Cand.Econo.Sci.

Card v.EcDn*Sci* NUiI:aylovI 0 Co1.j~ust. #/2 1967
Kovalev., A. #1 1964 C and oJ &I.S
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IMiovidov,.AlCol, #9 1967 SavitskayaR. #7 1966
Dre Phil a -c 1. #7 1968 Cand.Hi~to Sci.

Mironov il, . Geno Lt. o //16 1964 Selcistov., V., Col., #12 1968

Carnd*Hist.Sci. SelezrevI., Col, #6 1966
Drohil.Sci. #6 1970

Nici~forov,L& #18 1966 Semenov., V., #23 1968
flikiti~npYe.yGen.!Maj. #4 1968 DroPhileSci.

DrFl'1ist*6OCi. Seimnov, Vo., #19 1969
Nosyr'yI.,eCapt.2nd Rk #21 1963 Can.1.HistSci,

Serieyev,V. #4 1962
Oblonmkayaj,I P1 1967 Sertsova.A. #5 1962

Cari.EconeSci. #19 1969 Shata3.ins X. #6 1962
OsipovsYee //15 1964. Shelyagt V. Rear Ad.! 441 1966

0vsazikvA ,3~.:*aj2219,S6 Cra-. Phil. Seci.
Shepmanskiy.,P,, Col, #5 1967

P~crz,!aCl. 1/01962 Cznd.!Mi1.Sci.
Ponoirarevjfl., Lt.Col. #1 1966 Shi-chkov, A. #18 1970

Cand*jhil&SSei.jflr. .724 1969 Shis.'Lin., It'.1/22 1969

Plekhov, A., Capt. 2ndflk 11l 1965 Chmi .liist.Sci.
Cand.?hll..t ci. //20 196)9 Siut ov, A. #9 1971

POPOV31112 ';o11 #10 1965 Cz.nd.!iis't'sci.
Gand1.FhilSei. Sinyak, Vol Col* #IS 1963

Prilepski7f,D.,Col. #f2 2 1964 Cz-'nI.:1i1.Sci.
Cand.',isto"ci. Sitrin, V. #4 1971

Prusanov,.E ,ol. #3 1966 C,-nd. Econ, Sci.
I)Car4d.11ist.Sci. Sivc'lobov., A. #6 1R9~

Punanov,io p-1 1962 Dre EconoSci.
Cando.~conSci. #12 1963 Skatershchinkov, V. #A 1963

H /718 194 Canio?hil* Sci.
Puzik, V.,Capt.2nuRk #1'4 1967 Skryl'nik, A. Capt,11st Rk #24 1968

C a.d oFh 11. c'. iCa.nd, PhilsSei. #23 1~
it #24 1970

iRadwyev, 7o #11 1967 531-zov., L. !/:2 1961
Can-L.-5c.3noScis Dr. Hisr,.2ci- #/2 1969

!lodinV., Lt.CGol. F"3 1963 Soco, P. #/1 D68
Cwid.!1hU..Sai* 4 1965 Cand. Econ, Sci,

Ruban,:,'-,,;apt.1*st .04k I'l 19ý: Sokc'1ovskiy,V. '1*ar.Sov.Ujn. #7 1966
CanJo*U;;toeS-1o 1-1 1970 SU1iOV., Ye., Col* ?-:-24 1.962

Rubbriov,A,.,0.o1. ;-3 1971 Cand.?hils Sci, !114 1i?67
Car'id*His;t.Sci. suskLko, ?*,# cim.Yoaj. 7116 1965

Rutskov,V. Col. /17 1963 CGnd, Phil. Sci.
RybkLd-n Ye. Ltv.Col. /17 1964 Sytcv, Lo, Col. /118 1:?6Q

Canl*Phi1.Scl. 1117 1965 C-cndo list. Scio

Sakharov, Ye. Col. #12 1966 Tabunov, Nt.,Col. #9 19?65
C3.ndHiij-tSc-i. Caril. Phil. Sai. #21 1969

Savel'y3v, V,pCol. #5 1967 Tat~irclienkoA. Eng.Col. 118 1?67
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Tolyatnikov, 0.,Lt.Col. #24i 1965 Yalcushk.n, V. 0o1. r#n0 1966
Candel-hil.Scie Cankdo H1st. SOL&

TikhonerfrotVo 4 !/3 1964~ 'fayukovs M., Lt.col. /'16 1963
1112 1962 Cando Phil.'i- 14 96

Timnfoynchev, .i. Col s 196 S1coi # 1967
Cand.1r3stoScio #4 1967fmo
TroIA-, m.aj. #24~ 1962 ye~i~v V. #21 1966

Titov, A. #22 1967 Cando Econ. Sci.

Tkachenkot 0. Cole #'24 1964. Yelesin, No, Col. /ial 1Y62
TrifonenkovP.,C^o1* fi1 1966 C~xnd, Hist. Sci.

Cand.1PhiloScie Yercuiin, A. #18 1966
Trsln~. .#9 1968 yes'kovt G.,Lt. Col- //7 1962

Cand.~iSi 19 1971 Cande~ist.-SCis I*122 1964&

aTsemkalovt 1* #5 1967 it #123 1965
Carnd.Scon*Sci. yevzox.v, R. #/23 1963

lulin, v. #12 1965 Cand-iHist.Sci-
Ty~ih~ei~h S.,ol. !4i 1963

Cyashd.vihil Sci.l 1/10 1964~ Zagladin, V. #9 1966
11 1120 1966 Cando Hist.scio #16 3367

Zatsv ALt.,, 1. #123 1970

U1'yanov, P. #)3 1962 Cand*.ýcon*Sol.
Cando -cr-nSci. #/14 1963 Zhirav, L. -a 9 1969

Undasrnovp 1* 1/4 1965 cand.H-t.Sci. 7 16
Uzefn'yt3V, #6 1961 Zubarev, V., Col.o / 16

Cando Phil. Sci.

'fare, V.,Col. ;48 1963
Cand. 'Yil. Sci.

Vastit V. #15 1964
101 -Iin a R. 20 1962
"Velikovich, Lo #16 1962

Vorkchovt~ev, 1I. #1 1962
Vinogra'lcv, Lo 4'4 1965
Vlas 1yevi chs Yu.,Col. #12 1967
Card, 3con. Sci.

'JolkoTgonv, Do, I!aj. /12 1966
Volko, P./20 1969

Cando Fhil. Sci./Dr. Ivl22 1970

Cando ",con*. 'ji
Vomrenko, V o GCIn.-Aj. 9 p, n 1966)

Card.9 ii. ci 6 1960

Q7 18


